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ABSTRACT
Thunnissen, H.A.M, and E. Noordman, 1996. Classification methodology and operational
implementationofthelandcoverdatabaseoftheNetherlands. Wageningen (TheNetherlands),DLO
Winand Staring Centre. Report 124. 88 pp.; 1Figs; 23 Tables; 47 Refs.
Timely and accurate information onland cover onregional and national scalesisrequired to support
environmental policy andfor physical planningpurposes.In 1987theLGN1landcoverdatabase was
produced with satellite images. An improved classification method has been developed, consisting
oftheintegrated useofsatelliteimages,digitalgeographical data,reference data,andexpertknowledge
ingeographical information systems.TheLGN1databasehasbeenupdated (LGN2database) andthe
production of the LGN3 database has been started. To achieve commercial implementation or to
continue operational implementation, the advantages of the LGN database over other digital
geographical databases should be exploited.
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Preface

In 1987it was decided toproduce aland cover database of theNetherlands (further
tobementioned 'LGN1database'),usingsatelliteimages.Theclassification accuracy
of the LGN1 database showed a large variation over the country. Altough the
classification results were disappointing in some areas, evaluation of the project
showedthatusersoftheLGN1databasewereinterested inanup-dateofthedatabase.
However,theclassfication resultsshouldbeimprovedconsiderably.In 1992the 'LGN
Research Project' was started, aiming todevelopanimproved classification method
and to investigate the possibilities to up-date the LGN1 database and to implement
thedatabaseoperationally,c.q.commercially.Theresultsofthisproject arepresented
inthisreport. Theproject wascarried out inthe framework of theNational Remote
Sensing Programme (NRSP-2), under responsability of the Netherlands Remote
Sensing Board.
W.W.L. van Rooij is acknowledged for the analysis of the ERS-1 images and for
the investigation of the possibilities of satellite images to classify buildings in
agricultural area.

Summary

Backgrounds
Because of the increasing concern about the impacts of man's intervention on the
environment, timely andaccurateinformation onland coveratregional and national
scalesisrequired tosupportenvironmentalpolicy andforphysicalplanningpurposes.
Therefore, in 1987 it was decided toproduce aland cover data base of the Netherlands (further tobementioned 'LGN1database'),using satelliteimages.TheLGN1
database wasproduced byautomaticclassification ofmanually stratified single-date
satellite images from 1986.The classification result showed a large variation over
thecountryduetospectralconfusion betweendifferent landcoverclasses.Acomprehensive evaluation of the LGN1 database showed that users were interested in an
up-date of the database.However, theclassification result should beimproved considerably. In 1992 the 'LGN Research Project' was started, aiming to develop an
improved classification method and to investigate the possibilities to up-date the
LGN1 database andto implement the database operationally, c.q. commercially. In
1993 the up-dating of the LGN1 database was started (the up-dated version of the
LGN1 database will further be described as 'LGN2 database'). The up-dating was
partiallyperformed simultaneously withtheLGNResearchProject andwas finished
at the end of 1995. Dependent onthe progress of the up-dating, results of the LGN
ResearchProject whichcould applied operationally wereincorporated inthecurrent
classification methodorwillbeappliedinfuture up-dates oftheLGNdatabase.Conversely,someproblemsmetduringtheup-datingoftheLGN-database wereincluded
in the LGN Research Project for additional research. In the framework of the LGN
Research Project Landsat TM, SPOT, and ERS-1 satellite images were used.
Significant improvements oftheclassification resultcould beexpectedbyareduction
ofthespectralconfusion betweenthedifferent landcovertypes.Similarityinspectral
reflectances attheimageacquisitiondateimpedesconsistentidentification andmappingofalargenumberofimportantlandcovertypeswhenusingsingle-date satellite
images.However, spectral signatures of awiderange of cover classes, such asagricultural cropsornaturalvegetation,varythroughout theyear.Bythat,classes which
appear very similar in spring, may become separable at other stages of the
phenological cycle.It istherefore expected that multi-temporal approaches provide
important meanstoimproveclassification accuracy.Furtherclassification improvementof spectral overlapping land coverclassesmaybeexpected bytheuseof other
digital geographical data. These data often contain useful additional spatial ortemporalinformation onlandcoverclasses.Moreover,thediscriminationbetween different land use classes may be impossible because they posses similar spectral
reflectance. For example, a short herbaceous cover may represent agricultural use,
orrecreational use,orresidentialuse.Inthesecasesdiscrimination between different
landcover/useclasses canonlybeachieved byusingother digitalgeographical data
or by visual image interpretation techniques.
The (integrated) use of additional digital geographical data and multi-temporal
satellite data for obtaining land cover information was an important research item

in the LGN Research Project. Further, much attention was paid to the development
of a validation procedure for the LGN database.
Combined use of satellite images and other digital geographical data
In theNetherlands several nation-wide digital geographical databases are available
or will be available in near future. The most relevant databases are the 'CORINE
Land Cover database', the 1 : 50 000 soil map (including water-table classes), the
'Land Use Database' of the State Department for Physical Planning (the so-called
'BARS Land Use Database'), the 'Land Use Database' of the Central Bureau of
Statistics (the so-called 'CBS Land Use Database'), topographic maps at scales
1 : 50 000, and 1 : 25 000/10 000 (the topographic maps on the scales 1 : 25 000
and 1 : 10 000 contain the same information), and the 'Agricultural Statistics' of
theCBS.Thepossibilitiestousethesedatabasesincombinationwithsatelliteimages
in order to improve the classification result were assessed.
Becauseofthedeviatingnomenclature andscaleoftheCORINELandCoverdatabase
this database isnot suitabletobeused for stratification orpostclassification sorting
intheframework oftheLGNproject. TheBARSand CBSLand UseDatabases and
the digitized topographic databases enable,inprinciple, discrimination between the
main land use types in the LGN2 database, i.e. agricultural area, built-up area, and
natural area and forest. However, because of the thematic classes, cost, accuracy
andcontinuity ofthedata,useoftheCBSLand UseDatabase ispreferred. TheCBS
Agricultural Statisticsenableafurther subdivision of agricultural area.Inthe frameworkoftheLGNproject, useoftheseancillary digitaldatafor stratification purposes
ispreferred touseforpostclassification sorting.Stratification israther simple,during
theclassification itiseasiertodealwith smaller areas,itdecreases spectralvariation
and confusion and enables to better focus the discrimination process on problem
classes. At last, stratification may separate different land use classes which are
spectrally similar. On the contrary, the recoding of misclassified spectral classes
bypostclassification sorting canberather troublesome.When ancillary data arenot
available before the classification, use of these data for postclassification sorting
may be efficient. Because it is applied after classification, misclassifications can
be corrected by recoding, avoiding a time comsuming new classification.
SomeLGNlandcoverclasses,especially greenhouses,orchards,roads andbuildings
in agricultural areas, are also included in other digital geographical databases
(especially the CBS Land Use Database and the digitized topographic databases).
Classifying these classes again by interpretation of satellite images is, generally,
waste oftime.However, satellite images can sometimes beused for up-dating these
classes.Further,theuseof satelliteimagescanalsobepreferred becauseof financial
reasons.
When land cover statistics for strata are available (e.g.CBS Agricultural Statistics)
class-based a-priori probabilities, estimated by the relative areas of the land cover
classes,can simply beincluded inthe (maximum likelihood) classification process.
However,evenfor spectraloverlappingclassestheincreaseinclassification accuracy
is small.In stead ofproviding a-priori probabilities, the CBSAgricultural Statistics
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seem more suitable to be used for stratification and validation purposes. The
possibilities ofusing conditionala-priori probabilities,based onsoiltype and water
tableclasses,inthemaximumlikelihoodclassification process areratherpoor.Generally, the increase in classification accuracy is small. Moreover, estimation of
conditional a-priori probabilities requires often aconsiderable additional sampling
effort. The cost of acquiring these data does not balance the expected classification
improvement. On very wet soils (water table classes I, II and II*) grassland is the
only crop grown. Water table classes could also be used to discriminate between
wetand drynatural areas.Inthesecases watertableclasses shouldbeusedfor additional stratification, rather than for providing a-priori probabilities.
Afield-based classification could considerably improve the classification result for
agricultural crops. The 1 : 10000 topographic database may be used as a base to
obtain actual field boundaries by automatic and/or visual interpretation of satellite
images. However, it has to be investigated if the required field boundaries can be
obtained in an operational and cost effective way.

Classification methodologyandoptimalacquisitiondatesandavailabilityofsatellite
images
Animproved classification methodology for theLGNdatabase hasbeen developed,
consisting oftheintegrateduseofsatelliteimages (i.e.LandsatTMandSPOT),digital ancillary data, reference data, and expert knowledge. The classification method
is characterized by a stratified approach, i.e. every stratum is separately classified.
For an optimal classification result the following strata have to be distinguished:
agricultural area, urban area, less densely built on area, dry natural area (including
forest), wetnatural area (including forest) andwater. Ifthe stratification is outdated
withrespecttotheacquisition datesofthesatellite imagesthestratacanbeup-dated
byvisualinterpretation ofthesatelliteimages,supportedbysimultaneous consultation
of topographic maps and aerial photographs. The CBS agricultural regions should
be used for a further subdivision of the agricultural strata.
Ingeneral,mono-temporalclassification usingLandsatTMimages,obtained during
the period mid-May to late September, provide good classification results (> 90%)
for mostnon-agricultural classes.For anaccurate classification ofmost agricultural
crops the use of multi-temporal satellite data is required. It is preferred to use the
original spectral bands for image classification and to classify each satellite image
separately. Subsequently, the classified images can be combined in a GIS to form
the final classification result, using conditional 'IF-THEN' statements. The use of
a vegetation index (e.g. NDVI) may be useful for the discrimination between bare
and vegetated fields, especially in spring. In practice, visual interpretation often
appears tobeavaluable tool,complementary to automatic classification. Advanced
hardware and software enable the simultaneous interpretation of different satellite
images, while the interpretation result can directly be stored in digital form by on
screen digitizing.
The extent to which use of multi-temporal data improves the classification result
is dependent on the cover types involved, crop growth conditions and the spectral
11

resolution, number and acquisition dates of the used satellite images. In general,
LandsatTMimagesarepreferred toSPOTimagesbecauseofthepresence ofmiddleinfrared TMbandsrequiredfor accuratelandcoverclassification. Moreover, Landsat
TMimagesareconsiderably cheaperthanSPOTimages.However,theageing sensors
onboardLandsat 5andthelossofLandsat6atlaunchthreaten continuity ofLandsat
imagery. On the other hand SPOT 4, planned for launch in 1996, will be equiped
with amiddle infrared band.Thepossibility of SPOTofpre-programmed, off-nadir,
imaging will increase the chance of getting suitable images. Phenological data for
the main crops growing in a stratum (e.g. planting/sowing date, ripening) and
cultivation practices (e.g. conversion of grassland into arable land and vice versa,
harvesting, after growth) should betaken intoconsideration when selecting optimal
image acquisitions. For most agricultural areas, it is advised to use (Landsat TM)
images obtained in several periods of the growing season. In general, the increased
classification resultcounter-balances theadditionalcostforpurchaseandprocessing
of additional images. When images from suboptimal periods or images with poor
spectralresolutionareused,spectralconfusion mayresultinclassification accuracies
and reliabilities below 70%.To ensure the required minimum classification result,
mixed agricultural classes (e.g.maize/sugarbeet)havetobedefined. Mixedclasses,
however, hamper efficient classification of the satellite images and operational
application oftheLGNdatabase.Therefore, itisprefered toavoidusing suboptimal
images asmuch aspossible,even ifonewould havetowait another growing season
formoresuitableimages.Fortrainingtheclassifier andvalidation ofthe classification
result suitable reference data are of great importance. In order to optimize the
gathering of reference data, high quality quick look data should be made available
on line within 24 hours of acquisition of the image.
The classification of greenhouses, orchards and buildings in agricultural area prove
tobetroublesome.Specialclassification techniquesweredevelopedfortheseclasses.
In order to get accurate information onthe location of greenhouses, they should be
digitized from maps or copied out of existing databases. Satellite images may be
useful for up-dating of greenhouses in existing digital databases.
The use of satellite images obtained late in the growing season provides best
classification resultsfor orchards.Visualinterpretation ofthesesatelliteimages,supported by topographic maps,provides in most areas sufficient classification results
for the LGN database.
Buildingsinagricultural areascannotbesufficiently accurately classified byautomatic classification of individual optical satellite images. Visual interpretation proves
more succesful. Visual interpretation is not only guided by tone but also by size
and situation (e.g. with regard to roads) of the buildings. A specific classification
method has been developed, using these specific characteristics of buildings. The
method exists of the combined use of multi-temporal NDVI images and ancillary
data and the application of specific GIS techniques. By applying this method most
(large) farms andclusters of smallbuildings arecorrectly classified, while scattered
small buildings (dwelling-houses, sheds andthe like) are only partly correctly classified. The backscatter values of ERS-1 SAR images are not suitable for the
classification ofbuildingsinagriculturalarea.Itisinterestingtoinvestigatethepossi12

bilitiesofERSmulti-pass SARinferometry fortheclassification ofbuildings inagricultural area.
In(near)future LGNclasseslikegreenhouses,orchardsandbuildingsin agricultural
area,can simply becopied outof other available geographical databases. However,
there may be financial or copyright contraints. Moreover, in practice, data in these
geographical databases will often be outdated compared with the acquisition dates
ofthesatellite images.Inthelattercase,satelliteimagescouldbeusedfor up-dating
of the concerning LGN classes.
The ERS-1 SAR, which operates inthe microwave part of the spectrum, isnot hindered bycloudiness orhaze.Especially themulti-temporal classification of agricultural crops in the LGN database requires a regular data acquisition. A field-based
multi-temporal classification of ERS-1 images provides, in principle, good
classification results.Afield-based classification requires the availability of digital
field boundaries. These data are, however, not available and digitization of field
boundaries for large areas is too expensive. A pixel-based multi-temporal
classification of ERS-1 SAR images leads for all crops to significant lower
classification results than the field-based classification.
Following the classification, different postprocessing techniques could be applied
to further improve the classification result. To remove noise and to improve the
overall classification accuracy a3 x 3pixel majority filter has tobe applied on the
output from the automatic classifier. The disappearance of small objects is not
considered tobe aproblem for applications on aregional scale. In order to prevent
pixelsfrom beingconvertedtoverydissimilarclasses,eachstratumhastobe filtered
separately.Theinfluence ofmixedclassesontheclassification resultcould possibly
bedecreasedbyapplicationofaselectivemajority filter. Inthecaseofmixedclasses,
which contain only two crop types and have a relatively high reliability (at least
70%), application of a 3 x 3 selective majority filter could effect a considerable
improvement of the classification result. The filter should be applied three times
in succession. Only under specific conditions other window sizes may be applied
and mixed classes which contain more than two crop types may be filtered.
Locally, misclassifications could be corrected by application of postprocessing
techniques like 'CLUMP' and 'SIEVE' operations, specific developped filters or
postclassification sorting.
Asafinal stepinthepost-classification processing itisimportanttoperform avisual
check of the classification result. In this way obvious classification errors can be
interactively corrected.

Collection of reference data and classification accuracy assessment procedure
In order to create ununbiased and statistical valid sample of pixels, simple random
sampling or stratified random sampling schemes are preferred. Due to time and
budget constraints the accuracy assessment of the non-agricultural classes in the
LGN2databasehasbeen based onastratified, systematic sampling scheme.For the
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concerningclassestheresultsofthissampling schemearecomparablewiththeresults
of arandom sampling scheme.Byreason ofefficiency, thesampling is concentrated
on the most important (groups of) non-agricultural LGN2 classes. The accuracy
assessmentofthenon-agricultural LGN2classesthatarelessimportant and/or show
little variability or are (partly) copied out of other high quality databases, is only
performed qualitatively and/or in a non-site-specific way.
The gathering of astatistical valid sample of pixels for the agricultural crops inthe
entire Netherlands is estimated to take 150à200 working days. Sodue totime and
moneyconstraintsarandomorsystematic samplingandevenarandomclustersampling per stratum is not feasible. Therefore, in the framework of the LGN database
a 'controlled' cluster sampling is proposed. The 'controlled' cluster sampling is a
sampling method inwhich all(agricultural) plotsbordering onanumber of selected
sections of roads are sampled. For all agricultural strata a number of outwardly
representative sections ofroadshavetobeselected onthebasisoftopographic maps
and satellite images. For the main agricultural crops in a stratum at least 10plots
havetobesampled.Inordertomaximizetheinformation derivedfrom clustersampling,the sampled pixels used for the accuracy assessment consist ofclusters of 3 x 3
pixels in the centre of the plots. For small plots only the centre pixel is sampled.
Comparison of the accuracy assessments of the classification result of a test site,
performed with reference data from both a controlled cluster sampling and a systematicsampling,showsthatindividualclassesmayshowsomedeviations.However,
the overall classification accuracies of both approaches are comparable. To better
found thereliability ofthe controlled cluster sampling,it is advised tocompare the
resultsofthecontrolled cluster samplingwiththeresultsoftherandom or systematic
sampling in some other test sites.
TheCBSAgricultural Statistics are suitable for anon-site-specific accuracy assessmentoftheLGN2database.OneshouldtakeintoconsiderationthattheCBSAgriculturalStatisticscontainnetcultivated areas,whiletheagricultural stratumintheLGN2
database contains the total agricultural area inclusive of ditches, (minor) roads,
hedges, farm yards, farms and other buildings.

Application, cost and benefit analysis and implementation of the LGN database
The main users of the LGN(2) database are national and regional governmental
agencies. Because of its digital format the LGN database can be easily combined
with other digital information. It has frequently been used for different purposes
in the fields of environmental protection, water management, nature conservation
and physical planning on regional and national scales. Mostly, the LGN data are
combined with other geographical information, such as soil type, water-table, the
occurrence of seepage, meteorological data, and the application of animal manure,
fertilizers and pesticides.
Thecost ofproduction ofthe LGN2 database amounted toDfl 1 120 000 (i.e.circa
Dfl. 0.35 per hectare).The selling price of theLGN2 database hasbeen determined
on the basis of the cost, the expected number of users and negotiations with
(potential) users. The selling price of the LGN2 database depends on the area
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required,thenumberofclasses,thespatialresolutionandthenumberofapplications.
The earnings from sale of the LGN2 database amount to circa Dfl 1 170 000,
inclusive of warrants at Dfl 350 000 (situation June 1996).
The LGN database is used for many applications. According to some users, the
benefits of using the LGN database exceed the cost. Inpractice,theLGN database,
once being available, appears often to be used for all kinds of unintended applications.An accurate estimation of thebenefits, however, istroublesome. Information
from the LGN database is mainly used by governmental agencies which are
responsibleforpoliciesinthefields ofenvironmentalprotection,water management,
natureconservation andphysicalplanningonregional andnationalscales.The effects
ofusingtheLGNdatabaseonthequalityofthepursuedpolicyaredifficult toassess.
Operational implementation of the LGNdatabase hasbeen achieved when the database or parts of the database are up-dated at regular intervals and the up-dating is
largely paid by the users of the database. Commercial implementation implies that
theup-datingiscompletelypaidbytheusers.Atthismomentoperational implementation of the LGN database has been achieved in contrast with commercial
implementation. The chance of commercial implementation or continuity of
operational implementation of the LGN database in near future is determined by
the need of land cover data and the cost of gathering these data. In this framework
the LGN database has to compete with other available nation-wide digital land
cover/use databases, especially the topographic databases and the CBS Land Use
Database. Evaluation of the different databases shows that (a part of) the LGN
database maydistinghuish itself favourably from theCBSLandUsedatabase and/or
the topographic databases, especially concerning cost, thematic classes, timeliness
and dataprocessing. That means that, altough there may be some overlap, the
databases largely supplement each other. In practice, combined use of different
databases will give a surplusvalue to the separate databases. In order to achieve
commercial implementation or to continue operational implementation of the LGN
database, the advantages of the LGN database with respect to other digital geographical databases should be exploited as much as possible. Further, in order to
meetcustomers' needsmore satisfactorily, theLGNdatabase shouldbecomeamore
flexible productandtheclassification accuracy andreliabilitiy ofsomeclasses should
beimproved.Finally,moreusersshouldbefound. Inordertoreachthese objectives,
the following activities have to be performed: setting up a subscription system,
variation ofup-dateintervalsfordifferent classes and/orareas,noinclusionofmixed
classes by applying only optimal images, intensifying the marketing and reducing
of the production cost. At last, the possibility of using the 1 : 10 000 topographic
database for performing a field-based classification should be investigated.
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1 Introduction

The need of land cover data
Because of the increasing concern about the impacts of man's intervention on the
environment, timely andaccurate information onlandcover atregional andnational
scales is required by national and regional governmental agencies to support
environmentalpolicyandforphysicalplanningpurposes.Forenvironmentalpurposes
especially agricultural land cover data is required. Pollution from diffuse sources
(e.g. application of pesticides and manure surplusses) threatens the soil and
groundwater qualityinTheNetherlands.Thesepollution loadsvarywiththevarious
agricultural crops.Information onagricultural landcovercanbeobtainedfrom land
usestatistics andtopographical maps.However,landusestatisticsareonly available
forrestricted areas(e.g.municipalities orprovinces) andcannot bederived for areas
with deviating boundaries (e.g. river basins and groundwater protection areas).
Topographical maps do often not contain all required land cover classes, are often
outdated and were till recently not available in digital form.

Historical background
In 1987it was decided toproduce aland cover database of theNetherlands (further
to be mentioned 'LGN database'), using satellite images (Thunnissen et al., 1992a
and 1992b). The spatial resolution of images obtained with both the LANDSAT
Thematic Mapper (TM) and the French satellite SPOT is in general sufficient for
therecognitionoftheindividual agriculturalfields inTheNetherlands.The objectives
of the land cover classification project were:
—Realization ofanationallandcoverdatabase,containing information onthespatialdistributionofmainagriculturalcrops,deciduousandconiferous forest, water,
natural area and built-up area.
—Evaluation ofthepossibilities to get accurate land cover information for the different physiographicunitsinTheNetherlandsbyinterpretation of satelliteimages.
—Definition ofadditionalactivitiesandresearchrequiredforoperational implementation of the LGN data base.
The first version of the LGN database (further to be mentioned 'LGN1 database')
wasproduced by automatic classification of manually stratified single-date satellite
images from 1986. The classification accuracy showed a large variation over the
country due to spectral confusion between different land cover classes. The overall
classification accuracyfor 18reference areasvariedbetween 50and 84%,whilethe
averageoverallclassification accuracy amountedto67%.Theextentofspectralconfusion in a stratum was dependent on the occurring land cover, size and shape of
theland cover units,spectral resolution and acquisition dates of the satellite images
and crop development. Regionally, crop development was strongly influenced by
stress due to drougth or water logging. Further, the classification result was influencedbytheapplied stratification andthelimited availability offield reference data.
Another disadvantage of the classification, applied mainly on the basis of spectral
signatures,wasthatvariouslanduseclassescouldnotbedifferentiated becausethey
possessed similar spectral properties. For example, a short herbaceous cover may
17

represent agricultural use, or recreational use, or residential use.
Altough the classification results of the database were disappointing in some areas,
evaluation oftheresults oftheLGNproject showedthatusersoftheLGN1 database
(i.e. national and regional governmental agencies) were interested in an up-date of
the database (Thunnissen et al., 1992a). However, the classification results should
be improved considerably.

Objectives of the current study
In 1992the 'LGNResearchProject' wasstarted,aimingtodevelopanimproved land
cover/useclassification method,using satelliteimages andotherdigital geographical
databases, and to investigate the possibilities to up-date the LGN1 database and to
implement the database operationally, c.q. commercially.

Approach
Significant improvements oftheclassification resultcouldbeexpectedbyareduction
ofthespectralconfusion betweenthedifferent landcovertypes.Similarity inspectral
reflectances attheimageacquisitiondateimpedesconsistentidentification andmappingofalargenumberofimportantlandcovertypeswhenusing single-date satellite
images.However, spectral signatures of awiderange ofcover classes, such asagriculturalcropsornaturalvegetation,varythroughout theyear.Bythat,classes which
appear very similar in spring, may become separable at other stages of the
phenological cycle.It istherefore expected that multi-temporal approaches provide
important meanstoimproveclassification accuracy. Furtherclassification improvement of spectral overlapping landcover classes maybeexpected bytheuse of other
digital geographical data. Discrimination between different land use classes which
possess similar spectral properties can only be achieved by using other digital
geographical dataorbyvisualimageinterpretation techniques.Duringthelastdecade
several nation-wide digital geographical databases have become available. The
(integrated) use of digital geographical data and (multi-temporal) satellite data was
an important research item in the LGN Research Project. In this framework also
attention was paid to optimal acquisition periods and the availability of satellite
images which are both of outmost importance for the classification results, using
multi-temporal satellite images.
For an effective use of land cover data derived from remote sensing images, it is
of importance to have knowledge of the accuracy of these data. Therefore, a study
was made of available classification accuracy assessment procedures, taking into
account time, cost and practical restrictions associated with the LGN project.
In contrast to 10 years ago (LGN1 database) in 1996 several other digital land
cover/use databases are available. The chance of operational, c.q. commercial
implementation oftheLGNdatabaseinnearfuture isdeterminedbytheneedofland
cover data andthecost ofgathering thesedata.Inthisframework theLGN database
has to compete with other available nation-wide digital land cover/use databases,
especially the topographic databases and the CBS Land Use Database. The LGN
18

database can becompetitive when the database distinguishes itself favourably from
theother databases.Thedifferent databases weremutually compared and acostand
benefit analysis of the LGN database was performed.
In 1993 the up-dating of the LGN1 database was started (the up-dated version of
the LGN1 database will further be described as 'LGN2 database'). The up-dating
waspartiallyperformed simultaneously withtheLGNResearch Project andwas finished atthe end of 1995 (Noordman et al., 1996).Dependent ontheprogress of the
up-dating, results of the LGN Research Project which could applied operationally
were incorporated in the current classification method or will be applied in future
up-datesoftheLGNdatabase.Conversely, someproblems metduringtheup-dating
of the LGN1-database were included in the LGN Research Project for additional
research. The project was carried out in the framework of the National Remote
Sensing Programme (NRSP-2), under responsability of the Netherlands Remote
Sensing Board.

Contents of the report
Intheframework oftheLGNResearch Project andtheup-dating oftheLGN1database a large number of satellite images were obtained and reference data were
gathered. Chapter2containsareviewofthesatelliteimages andreference dataused
in the LGN Research Project. Moreover, the legend of the LGN2 database ispresented.Chapter3 drawsupaninventoryofavailablenation-widedigital geographical
databases.Thepossibilitiestousethesedatabases incombination with satelliteimages
in order to improve classification accuracy are assessed. Chapter 4 discusses the
improved classification methodology. Attention is paid to stratification, automatic
andvisualclassification, postprocessingtechniquesandoptimalacquisition datesand
theavailability ofsatelliteimages.Chapter5discussesdifferent accuracy assessment
procedures,considering time,costandpracticalrestrictions associated withtheLGN
project. An adapted sampling scheme for the accuracy assessment of the LGN
databasehasbeenproposed.Finally,inChapter 6applications,cost-benefit analysis
andoperational andcommercial implementation oftheLGNdatabasearediscussed.
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2 Data sources and nomenclature
2.1 Data acquisition and test sites
For the execution of the LGN Research Project satellite images and reference data
gatheredforthetheproductionoftheLGN2databasewereused.Moreover, additional
satellite images and reference data were gathered for test sites in the provinces of
Drenthe and Flevoland (Fig. 1).The classifications ofthe test sites inthe provinces
of Drenthe and Flevoland were performed independent of the LGN2 database. The
LGN2 database was produced by classification of images obtained with both the
Landsat-5 (Thematic Mapper) and the SPOT (multispectral mode) satellite (Tables
1 and2).Fortheproduction ofthe LGN2 database mainly satellite images obtained
in 1992 and 1994 were used (Noordman et al., 1996).Reference data, required for
training theclassifier andassessing theaccuracy oftheclassification, were obtained
by interpretation of topographic maps and aerial photographs and by field surveys.
The sampling schemes applied in the LGN2 project are discussed in 5.4.
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Fig. 1 Situation of the Zuid Flevoland (1) and Drenthe (2) test sites
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Table 1 Wave length bands and spatial resolution of the Thematic Mapper sensor aboard the
Landsat satellite
Band
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Wave length
(urn)

Description

Resolution
(m)

0.45- 0.52
0.52- 0.60
0.63- 0.69
0.75- 0.90
1.55- 1.75
10.40-12.50
2.08- 2.35

30
30
30
30
30
120
30

visible blue
visible green
visible red
near infra red
middle infra red
thermal infra red
middle infra red

Table 2 Wave length bands and the spatial resolution of the SPOT satellite
Band
1
2
3
panchromatic

Wave length
(urn)

Description

Resolution
(m)

0.50- 0.59
0.61-0.68
0.79- 0.89
0.51- 0.73

20
20
20
10

visible green
visible red
near-infrared
visible

The test site inthe province of Flevoland, further tobe mentioned 'Zuid Flevoland
test site', wasonlyused toinvestigate thepossibilities ofthefirst European Remote
sensing Satellite (ERS-1) for crop classification. The used ERS-1 images and the
reference data of the Zuid Flevoland test site are described in 4.10.
Table 3 Satellite images covering < the Drenthe test site in 1991
Satellite
SPOT
SPOT
Lansat-5 (TM)

Scene

Acquisition date

45 -243
45 -242
198 /23

3 February
29 July
2 September

The test site inthe province of Drenthe, further to be mentioned 'Drenthe test site',
iscovered by three satellite images from 1991 (Table 3).The SPOT image from 29
July 1991 contains some scattered clouds. The Drenthe test site is largely situated
onthe Drenths plateau andthe outmost western andeastern parts arepartly situated
inthe 'Veenkoloniën'.TheDrenthsplateauconsists of sligthlyundulating sandysoils
and slopes gradually from east to west. The sandy plateau is intersected by brook
valleys with peat and hystic soils. The Veenkoloniën largely consists of peat and
hystic soils.The Drenthe test site ischaracterized by amixed agricultural land use.
Further some large forests and natural areas occur in the test site. Reference data
oftheDrenthetest sitewerecollected inthefield in september 1991based onasystematic sampling scheme (Table 4). The sampling points coincide with the points
of intersection of the 1km grid lines on the Dutch topographic maps. The use of
these points facilitates the location of the sampling points. To avoid problems due
to positional inaccuracies of the satellite images, sampling points near agricultural
field boundaries were shifted to apoint at least several pixels away from the field
boundary.Inthereference class 'mixed forest' bothdeciduous andconiferous forest
occupy more than 25%of the forested area.No samples were taken within built-up
area.Inaddition tothesystematic sampling, agricultural fields situated insomeout-
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wardlyrepresentativereference areasweresampled.Thereference areaswerevisually
selected on the basis of topographic maps.
Table 4 Result of the systematic sampling in the Drenthe test site
Land cover

Number of
samples

Grassland
Maize
Potatoes
Sugar beets
Cereal
Other agricultural crops
Decidious forest
Coniferous forest
Mixed forest
Nature area with low vegetation

126
33
133
64
50
11
39
101
23
32

2.2 Nomenclature
Itisimportanttodistinguish between 'land cover' and 'land use'.Whereas landuse
refers tohuman activity of acertain kind for agiven land surface, landcover refers
tothe vegetational and artificial construction occupying the land surface. Toenable
discrimination between the main land use types (i.e. agriculture, built-up area and
natural area) the legend of the LGN2 database (Table 5) was adapted with regard
to the LGN1 database. The LGN2 legend distinguishes 25 classes, grouped in a
two-level hierarchy Discrimination between the main land use types enabled the
definition of new classes (e.g. 'grass in urban area'). Moreover, the class
'greenhouses' wasaddedtotheLGN2database.InthisreporttheLGN2classeswill
bementioned 'landcover' classes.However,whenthefunctional landuseofaLGN2
class is explicitely meant, the LGN2 class will be mentioned 'land use' class.
To enable applications of the LGN2 database on aregional scale mininimum classification accuracies and reliabilities of 70% are required. However, poor spectral
separability andcultivation practices such asharvesting mayresult in classification
accuracies and reliabilities below 70%. In these cases mixed agricultural classes,
containing more than one agricultural class, are defined (4.5).
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Table 5 Legend to

the LGN2 data base

of the Nethei Hands

Level 1

Level 2

1 Agricultural area

1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7
1.8
1.9
1.10

grass
maize
potatoes
beets
cereals
other agicultural crops
bare soil in agricultural area
greenhouses
orchard
bulbs

2 Forest

2.1
2.2

deciduous forest
coniferous forest

3 Nature area

3.1
3.2
3.3

heath land
other nature area with low vegetation
bare soil in nature area

4 Water

4.1
4.2

inland waters
marine waters

5 Built-up area

5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4
5.5
5.6
5.7
5.8

continuous urban area
built-up in rural areas (exclusive of farms)
deciduous forest in urban area
coniferous forest in urban area
densely forested residential area
grass in urban area
bare soil in rural built-up areas
main roads and railways
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3 Satellite images and other digital geographical data

3.1 Introduction
An automatic pixel-based classification of (multi-temporal) satellite images is only
based on differences in spectral reflectances. However, in practice the spectral
reflectances ofdifferent landcoverclassesareoften notcompletelyunique.Moreover,
different landuseclassescannotbedifferentiated becausetheypossessimilar spectral
reflectance (Thunnissen et al., 1992b).For example, a short herbaceous cover may
represent agricultural use,orrecreational use,orresidentialuse.Inthesecases (spectralconfusion) land cover/use classes cannotbediscriminated from satellite images
alone and ancillary data arerequired to make an accurate distinction. In this frameworkespeciallytheuseofdigitalgeographical databases ispromising.IntheNetherlands several nation-wide digital geographical databases are available or will be
available in nearfuture. The mostrelevant databases arethe 'CORINE Land Cover
database', the soil map of the Netherlands (scale 1 : 50 000), the 'Land Use
Database' of theState Department for Physical Planning (theso-called BARS database),the 'Land UseDatabase' oftheCentralBureauofStatistics (CBS),topographic
databases at scales 1 : 50 000, 1 : 25 000 and 1 : 10 000, and the 'Agricultural
Statistics' oftheCBS.Inthischapterthepossibilities tousethesedatabases incombinationwithsatelliteimagesinordertoimproveclassification accuracyareassessed.
At first different approaches to use ancillary data will be discussed.

3.2 Ancillary data

3.2.1 Stratification
Different approaches canbe applied for combination of ancillary data with satellite
images.Hutchinson (1982) distinguishes between incorporation of these data either
before, during or after classification, through stratification, classifier operation, or
postclassification sorting. Use of ancillary data prior to classification involves a
divisionoftheareatobeclassified intosmaller,morehogeneous areasorstratabased
on some criterion or rule, so that each stratum may be processed independently
(Hutchinson, 1982).Stratification hasdifferent advantages.Duringthe classification
it is easier to deal with smaller areas. Moreover, seperate land cover classes show
probably less spectral variation within strata.The spectral characteristics of any set
of objects, such assoil orvegetation types,arelikely tovary over distance.Asvariance increases, the likelihood of confusion between spectrally similar objects also
increases (Hutchinson, 1982).At last, stratification may seperate different land use
classes which are spectrally similar. So, stratification increases the quality of the
classification process when compared to the uniform treatment of a whole area or
image.Moreover, separateclassification ofthedifferent stratawithalimitednumber
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of land cover classes enables tobetter focus the discrimination process on problem
classes and to reduce misclassifications due to spectral confusion.
Stratification can be performed by interactive interpretion of satellite images, supported by ancillary data, or by using digital land use databases. Theformer method
wasapplied duringtheproduction of theLGN1database (Thunnissen etal., 1992b).
Theinterpretation ofthedataandthedigitization ofthestratarequired aconsiderable
effort. It is obvious that the latter method is preferred, especially when large areas
have to be classified. When relevant geographical databases are available, stratificationcan simply beapplied. Moreover, generally, the accuracy ofthe stratification
ishigher incomparison with manual stratification. However, atthe time of theproductionoftheLGN1databasenonation-widedigitallandusedatabasewasavailable.

3.2.2 A-priori probabilities
An approach of using ancillary data during classification involves the specification
of the a-priori probabilities in the maximum likelihood decision rule. In most
classifications a-priori probabilities areassumedtobeequalfor allclasses.However,
a-priori probabilities can be specified based on knowledge either on the areas
occupied bythe land cover classes in astratum or onknownrelations between land
cover classes and ancillary data. The determination of a-priori probabilities based
ontherelativeareasofthelandcoverclassesinastratumleadstoequalprobabilities
for all pixels in a certain class. Ancillary data (e.g. a soil map) can provide spatial
and/or temporal information on the occurrence of certain land cover classes. This
information can be included in the maximum likelihood decision rule by means of
conditionala-prioriprobabilities (Strahler, 1980andJanssen, 1993).Thismeansthat
thea-priori probability dependsonthevalueof aconditioning variable (e.g.thecrop
in the preceding growing season or soil type). Application of conditional a-priori
probabilitiesisexpectedtoresultinahigherclassification accuracy than application
of class-based a-priori probabilities, estimated by therelative areas of these classes
(Janssen, 1993 and Van der Wel, 1993).
Use of a-priori probabilities prove to be most effective when classes have spectral
overlap (Janssen, 1993).If the considered classes have ahigh spectral separability,
the application of a-priori probabilities at its best results in a marginal increase of
classification accuracy.Themoredifferent arethevaluesofthea-priori probabilities
of spectral overlapping classes, the higher is the information content and the more
effect hastheapplication of a-priori probabilities.However, whenthe a-prioriprobability becomes large and approaches 1 (since the sum of the probabilities of all
classesamountsto 1 theprobabilities oftheremainingclasseswillbelow)theclassification will beforced intothe class with high probability. For simililar reasons the
a-prioriprobability approaching 0mayremove aclass from theclassification result.
Therefore,extremevaluesofa-prioriprobabilities mayoverestimate orunderestimate
the occurrence of the concerning classes (Strahler, 1980 and Van der Wel, 1993).
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Class-based a-priori probabilities, estimated by the relative areas of these classes,
can be derived either from field sampling orfrom available statistics.Estimation of
conditional a-priori probabilities requires often additional samplingthatisconsiderablebeyond conventional spectral classification (Strahler, 1980andJanssen, 1993).
Itisuptotheusertobalance thecost ofacquiring thesedatawiththeexpected classification improvement.

3.2.3 Postclassification sorting
Theuseof ancillary data after classification isbased ontheobservation thatasingle
spectral class may often represent subsets of more than one land cover class. In
postclassification sorting, individual pixels of these problem spectral classes are
assigned tothe appropriate land cover classusing ancillary data.Hutchinson (1982)
mentions several advantages of postclassification sorting. It is efficient because it
dealsonlywithproblemclasses.Furthermore,itisrelatively simpletoincludeseveral
typesofancillary dataindevelopping decisionrules.Finally,becauseitis performed
after classification, errors made inrule selection canbecorrected easily as opposed
to those made prior to classification using stratification.
However, inpractice therecoding of spectral classes,representing moreland cover
classes,bypostclassification sortingcanberathertroublesome.VanderLaan (1988)
combined aclassified Landsat-TM image (10landcoverclasseswere distinguished)
of atest site situated in the southern part of the Netherlands with adigitized topographic map (9 relevant classes were selected) in order to improve classification
accuracy. The pixel by pixel comparison may result in 90 (potential) combined
classes.Thecombined classeswererecodedtothecorrectclassesortonewly, defined
classes. The recoding of the 'misclassified' pixels was based on expert judgement
andadditionalvisualinterpretation. Inordertoimprovetheclassification ofthemain
roads in the LGN2 database, postclassification sorting was applied (4.11 and
Noordman etal., 1996).Thepolygons of the mainroads,including verges andvegetatedareaswithinroundabouts,werederivedfrom theCBSLandUseDatabase(3.4).
Therecoding of the classified pixels was not unambiguous andresulted, locally, in
apoordiscrimination betweentheroad surfaces andthecontiguousvegetated areas.

3.3 CORINE Land Cover database
In order to determine the European Community's environment policy, evaluate the
effects ofthispolicycorrectly andincorporatetheenvironmentaldimensionintoother
Community policies, wemust have aproper understanding of the different features
oftheenvironment. Itwasagainstthisbackground thattheCORINE (CoORdination
of INformation on the Environment) Programme was started to gather, coordinate
andensuretheconsistency ofinformation onthestateoftheenvironment andnatural
resources. One of the primary thematic items of this programme is land cover.
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The main objective ofthe CORINE Land Coverproject isthe gathering of coherent
information on land cover for the European Community and the integration of this
information intoaGeographical Information System (GIS).TheCORINELandcover
database of the Netherlands was produced by the DLO Winand Staring Centre
(Thunnissen and Van Middelaar, 1995). The methodology consists of computerassisted visual interpretation of earth observation satellite images, with the
simultaneous consultation ofadditional data,intothecategories oftheCORINELand
Cover Nomenclature. In order to consider the complete spectrum of land cover an
European nomenclature has been developed, the legend of which distinguishes 44
classes, grouped in an open three level nomenclature system. The CORINE
nomenclature is primary directed on characterization of the landscape and many
classes are heterogeneous and consist of different land cover types. Therefore, the
nomenclature is not consistent with the LGN nomenclature. The scale of the land
cover database is 1 : 100 000. The surface area of the smallest unit mapped is 25
ha. For line elements the minimum width is 100 m.
Becauseofthedeviatingnomenclature andscaleoftheCORINELandCover database
this database isnot suitable tobeused for stratification orpostclassification sorting
in the framework of the LGN project.

3.4 BARS and CBS Land Use Databases
The BARS and the CBS Land Use Databases have much in common and are
considered in the same section. The CBS Land Use Database provides information
on land use of the total area of the Netherlands. The nomenclature consists of 33
land use classes and,especially for non-agricultural andnon-natural areas,land use
isdecribed indetail (Table 6).Theclassification islargely based onfunctional land
use. For instance 'Parks and public gardens' consist of grass,forest and public gardens.Gardens andpublic greens, situated inresidential areas,areassigned to 'Residentialareas'.TheCBSLandUsedatabasediscriminatesbetweendryandwetnatural
areas.Scattered houses andfarms inrural areas areassigned tothe surrounding area
(mostly agricultural area or forest). In general, areas smaller than 1ha are not
included in the CBS Land Use Database.
Uptoandincluding 1985themainsourcesofinformation weremunicipal administrations,andthedatawerestoredonanalogue mapsandpublished aslanduse statistics
for gridcellsof500 m x 500 m.From 1989onwardsinformation onlandusechange
isobtained byinterpretation ofaerialphotographs (scale 1 : 10 000).Inurban areas
cityplans areused asancillary data.The actual land usedata are stored as digitized
maps inaGIS.Thedigital landusedatabasebasedonaerialphotographs from 1989
is available for the entire country. The production of the digital land use database
basedonaerialphotographsfrom 1993willbeconcluded in 1996.InthedigitalCBS
Land UseDatabases linearelements,likerailwaysandroads,areincluded withtheir
real width.
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TheBARSLandUseDatabaseconsistsofadigitizedlandusemapandwasproduced
bytheStateDepartment forPhysicalPlanning.Thenomenclatureconsistsof33land
use classes. For the description of the nomenclature one is referred to Noordman
etal.(1996).Themainsourcesofinformation weretheanalogueCBSlandusemaps.
Additional land use data were obtained from different governmental agencies and
public utilities andbyinterpretation oftopographic maps.TheCBSland useclasses
'Holidayrecreation',Social-culturalfacilities' and 'Otherpublicfacilities' were further subdivided intheBARSdatabase.Inaddition togreenhouses, orchards are also
included intheBARSdatabase.Otheragricultural area,includingfarms, isincluded
in the BARS class 'Other area'. The classification accuracy of glasshouses varies
strongly and in some areas large contiguous (agricultural) areas are included in the
BARSclass 'Greenhouses'. Ingeneral,classes inurban andrural areas smaller than
1 and 5ha, respectively, are not included in the BARS Land Use Database. Linear
elements, like railways and main roads, are included as line elements, irrespective
of their actual width. The BARS database was up-dated in 1993 and 1994, mainly
on the basis of topographic maps and city plans. Dependent on the revision dates
of thethese mapsthe actuality of different map sheets of the BARS database varies
strongly. In future, the BARS database will not be up-dated anymore.
Both the CBS and the BARS Land Use Databases enable discriminination of the
main land use types in the LGN2 database (i.e. agricultural area, built-up area, and
natural area and forest) and, consequently, could be used for stratification or
postclassification sorting.Forthispurpose therelevant classes shouldbe aggregated.
However, the CBS database is more accurate and contains smaller land use units
in rural areas. Moreover, the CBS Land Use Database contains some classes,
especially greenhouses andmainroads,thatarealsoincluded intheLGN2database.
Further, the discrimimination between wet and dry natural areas in the CBS Land
UseDatabaseprovidesuseful additional information (4.2).TheBARSdatabase will
not be up-dated anymore. The cost of the nation-wide CBS and BARS Land Use
Databases amount to Dfl 17 000 and 150 000, respectively.
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Table 6 CBS Land Use Database

nomenclature

Railways, tramways and métros
Metalled roads (incl. verges)
Unmetalled and half-metalled roads
Water reservoirs
Other water wider than 6 m
Cemeteries
Sports grounds
Airfields and airports
Allotments
Dumping sites
Car wreck sites
Mining areas
Parks and public gardens
Holiday recreation
Recreational objects and areas
Social-cultural facilities
Other public facilities
Industrial areas
Water wih a primarily recreational function
Commercial and trade areas
Residential areas
Building sites for industrial areas
Building sites for other purposes
Woodland
Glasshouses
Other agricultural use
Dry natural areas
Wet natural areas
Other areas
Waddenzee, Eems, Dollard
North sea
Ussel lake
Oosterschelde en Westerschelde

3.5 Topographic maps
The topographic maps of the Netherlands on the scales 1 : 50 000 and
1 : 25 000/10 000 (the topographic maps on the scales 1 : 25 000 and 1 : 10 000
contain the same information) will be available in digital form within afew years.
The up-date frequency of the topographic data depends on the population density
andvaries between 4 and 8years.The annualprice (inclusive of up-dates) depends
onthe up-date frequency and varies between Dfl 840 and 1680for one 1 : 50 000
map sheet (i.e. 500 km2) and between Dfl 550 and 1 110 for one 1 : 10 000 map
sheet (i.e. 62.5 km2). The entire country is covered by 101 1 : 50 000 map sheets
and circa 600 1:10 000 map sheets.
The topographic databases could be used for discrimination of some main land use
types, e.g. urban area, natural area and forest. The topographic databases contain,
however, somelandcoverclasses,ofwhichthefunctional usecanonlybedetermined
byusingcontextualinformation, e.g.grassland andforest situatedinurbanarea(parks
or sport grounds), grassland used for recreational purposes and such-like. These
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classescannotbeautomatically assignedtothecorrectstrata,makingthetopographic
data less suitable for stratification of satellite images or postclassification sorting
of classified images. The topographic databases contain some important classes,
especially greenhouses,orchards,railways,mainroads andbuildings in agricultural
areas, which are also included in the LGN2 database. Because of the readability of
thetopographic mapsthe width ofroads andrailways onthe mapdonot correspond
with their actual width.
The 1 : 10 000 topographic map contains detailled information on linear elements
in agricultural area, such as ditches, hedges and (unmetalled) roads, which often
coincide with boundaries between agricultural lots.Janssen (1993) showed that the
classification result for agricultural crops could be improved considerably by performing afield-based classification. A field contains only one croptype. Lots indicatedonthe 1:10 000topographic mapmaycomprise severalfields.The 1:10 000
topographic map may be used as a base map to obtain actual field boundaries by
automatic and/or visual interpretation of satellite images. Automatic interpretation
techniques include segmentation techniques, suchasedgedetection,region growing
andclustering. Visualinterpretation means on screen digitizing ofthemissing field
boundaries. For this purpose the lot boundaries in the topographic database should
be projected on the satellite images. The number of field boundaries indicated on
the 1 : 10 000 topographic map shows large variation over the country dependent
on the occurring landscape.
Someofthelotboundariesinthedigitaltopographic databasearenotconnected with
otherlotboundariesandform danglingarcs,resultinginpolygonswhichmaycontain
several lots. Algorithmes have to be developed to automatically connect these
dangling lines with other lot boundaries.
It can be concluded that the combined use of the 1:10 000 topographic database
and satellite images may provide field boundaries to be applied in a field-based
classification. However, ithastobeinvestigated iftherequired field boundaries can
be obtained in an operational and cost effective way.

3.6 Agricultural Statistics
TheGeneralCensusofAgriculture,organized bytheCBS,istakenannuallyinMay,
covering all agricultural holdings with a minimum size of three Netherlands Size
Units(NSU).TheNSUisastandardexpressingtheeconomical sizeofan agricultural
holding.Amongotherthings,theGeneralCensusofAgricultureprovides information
onthe areas oftheagricultural crops grown (further tobementioned 'CBS AgriculturalStatistics').TheCBSAgricultural Statisticscontaincultivatedareas,notincludingroads,ditchesandhedgeslessthan4mwidethatintersect orboundthecultivated
area.Fields areassignedtothemunicipality wherethemainbuildings oftheholding
are situated, irrespective of real location of the fields. Incidentally, this can lead to
large deviations with respect to the real (net) cultivated area in a mumicipality
(Central Bureau of Statistics, 1983). The Agricultural Statistics are published per
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municipality, per province, and per 'agricultural region'. Agricultural regions are
more or less homogeneous areas as far as soil type and agricultural land use are
concerned. The Netherlands are subdivided in 66 agricultural regions.
In principle, the CBS Agricultural Statistics could be used for the determination of
class based a-prori probabilities based ontherelative areas ofthe land cover classes
inaCBSagriculturalregion(3.2.2).Different authorsappliedsuchclassbased a-prori
probabilities.Moreover,theeffects of applying theseclass-based a-prori probabilities
were assessed in the Drenthe test site.Janssen (1993) applied a-priori probabilities
based on the relative areas of the agricultural crops in a test site, situated around
the village of Biddinghuizen in the province of Flevoland. The test site consists of
largeagriculturalfields.Themaximumlikelihoodclassification wasperformed, using
bands 3,4and5ofaLandsat-TM imagethatwasacquired on7July 1989.Thecrops
had ahomogeneous spectral appearance on the satellite images and showed avery
high spectral seperability. Each crop wasrepresented byonly one spectral class.To
assess the effect of a-priori probabilities in a situation with poor spectral discrimination, the maximum likelihood classification was also performed for TM band 4
alone.Applicationoftheclass-based a-prioriprobabilitiesresulted inimprovements
of the overall classification accuracy of 0.7 and 4.4% for the situations with high
and poor spectral seperabilities, respectively, with regard to the clasification accuracies,usingequala-priori probabilities.The 'overall classification accuracy' iscalculatedbydividingthenumberofcorrectclassified pixelsbythetotalnumberofpixels
sampled (4.3).
Keeman (1991) applied a-priori probabilities based on the relative areas of the
agricultural crops inatest site situated nearNieuw Buinen inthe eastern part ofthe
province of Drenthe.The test site ischaracterized by narrow, elongated fields. The
classification was performed, using bands 3, 4 and 5 of a Landsat-TM image that
was acquired on 14July 1987.Classification performance was poor. Becauseof the
narrow fields circa40%ofthepixelsconsisted of mixedpixels.Thepoor classification result was largely caused bythe misclassification of mixed pixels. Application
of the class-based a-priori probabilities resulted in improvement of the overall
classification accuracy of only 0.5%with regard totheclasification accuracy,using
equal a-priori probabilities.
The Drenthe test site was also classified, using a-priori probabilities based on the
relativeareasoftheagriculturalcrops.Therelativeareaswereestimated onthebasis
of the systematic sampling (2.1). The maximum likelihood classification was performed, using bands 3, 4 and 5 of a Landsat-TM image that was acquired on 2
September 1992.Asfar asnotyetharvested, somecropshadaheterogeneous spectral
appearance onthe satelliteimages caused bydrougth damage andwithering.Therefore, crops were represented by different spectral classes and showed a moderate
spectral seperability. Application of the class-based a-priori probabilities resulted
in improvement of the overall classification accuracy of 1.3% with regard to the
classification accuracy, using equal a-priori probabilities.
It can be concluded that even for spectral overlapping classes the improvement of
classification accuracy by using class-based a-priori probabilities seems small.The
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effectivity ofa-priori probabilities seemsnotonlytobeinfluenced byspectraloverlap
(3.2.2) butalsobyspectral variability ofthe seperate land cover classes. Probably,
(large) spectral variability hampers theassignment ofrepresentative training areas.
Insteadofproviding a-prioriprobabilities,theCBSAgricultural Statistics seemmore
suitabletobeusedforstratification andvalidationpurposes.EspeciallytheCBSagricultural regions could beused todivide the area tobeclassified into smaller, more
hogeneous areas.Foreach agricultural regionthe areasofthe occurring agricultural
cropsareknown. So,theclassified areasofagricultural cropscanbecompared with
the areas provided bytheCBS Agricultural Statistics.

3.7 Soil maps
A digitized soil mapona scale of 1:50000 is available fortheentire country.
Drainageclasses,whichareindicated onthesoilmapasso-calledwatertableclasses,
provide information onthe depth and seasonal fluctuation ofthe groundwater table
(VanderSluijs andDeGruijter, 1985).Thewatertableclassesarebasedonthemean
highest (MHW) and the mean lowest (MLW) groundwater tables (Table 7),representing the average winter and summer water tables,respectively, inayearwithan
average precipitation and evaporation. Soil type and water table class maybeused
as conditioning a-priori probabilities inorder toimprove land cover classification
accuracy. Keeman (1991) studied the relationship between water table classesand
landcover in3test sitesintheeasternpartoftheNetherlands.Thetest sites showed
only vague relationships between water table classes andland cover. Forone test
site, situated near Nieuw Buinen (3.6),the data were used todetermine conditional
a-prioriprobabilities.Applicationoftheseconditional a-prioriprobabilities resulted
in improvement of theoverall classification accuracy of 0.9% with regard to the
classification accuracy, using equal a-priori probabilities. The field surveys forthe
soil maps used inthestudy of Keeman (1991) were performed during theperiod
1972-1980.From that time changes inwater management have effected changesin
groundwater level inmany areas.Bythat, information onwatertable classes onthe
soil maps of the test sites will probably beoutdated. Moreover, theareas studied
byKeeman (1991)containedonlysmallareaswithwatertableclasses,characterized
by high groundwater levels. Especially in areas with high groundwater levels
significant relationshipsbetweenwatertableclassandlandcoveraretobeexpected.
Eventually, relationships between soil type andland cover were not analysed by
Keeman.
Table 7 Water table classes (MHWboth in cm below surface)
I
MHW
MLW
1
2

<50

II1
50-80

-mean highest water table, MLW=mean lowest water table;
III1

IV

V'

VI

VII2

<40
80-120

>40
80-120

<40
>120

40-80
>120

80-140
>120

Acode with *means 'drier part' (MHW deeper than 25cm).
Acode with *means 'very dry part' (MHW deeper than 140cm).
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In order to assess if significant relationships occur between the conditioning variablessoiltypeandwatertableclassandlandcover,somerecent orrecently up-dated
soil maps in the provinces of Drenthe and Overijssel were visually compared with
the topographic maps on ascale of 1 : 50 000.Sofar as agricultural crops areconcernedonly grassland andarablecropswereconsidered.On 'Duin' and 'Vlak' vague
soils only forest and dry open natural area occur. In general, arable crops dominate
onpeat and hystic soils with water table classes above III* (Table 7),while onpeat
and hystic soils with water table classes III and III* grassland dominates. On very
wet soils (water table classes I, II and II*) grassland ismostly the only crop grown.
For the remaining soil types and water table classes no distinct relationships with
landcoverwerefound. Fortheabovementioned groupsofwatertableclasses situated
within peat and hystic soils in the Drenthe test site pixel based priors were derived
(Table 8).Only two land cover classes were considered: grassland and arable land.
Very wet soil (water table class below III) did hardly occur in the test site. The
Drenthetest sitewasclassified using,usingbands3,4 and5of aLandsat-TM image
acquired on 2 September 1992.The agricultural crops showed a moderate spectral
separability (3.6).Altoughapplicationoftheconditionala-prioriprobabilitiesresulted
inminorchangesinareasofgrassland andarableland,theoverallclassification accuracy did not change with regard to the classification accuracy, using equal a-priori
probabilities. So far as the relationhip between 'Duin' and 'Vlak' vague soils and
forest and dry open natural area is concerned it should be remarked that both land
cover classes occur in the same stratum (4.2) and show, generally, a high spectral
seperability. Therefore, no significant classification improvement is expected by
appying a-priori probabilities.
Table 8A-priori probabilities of grassland and arable land occurring onpeat and hystic soils
with two groups of water table classes in the Drenthe test site
Water table
clases
HI and III*
IV and above

A-priori probabilities
grassland

arable land

0.71
0.23

0.29
0.77

It seems that, in general,the soilmapdoesnotprovide a-priori information thatcan
be used for improvement of the classification accuracy. Only, in the case that
particularcropsrequire specific physicalconditions (e.g.bulbs) orextreme physical
conditions allow only specific crops to begrown (e.g.grassland onvery wet soils),
thesoilmapcouldprovideuseful a-prioriinformation. Especiallytherelationbetween
grassland andsoilswithveryhighgroundwaterlevelsmaybeofimportance because
oftheoccurring spectral confusion between (very) wetgrassland and winter cereals
onTMimages obtained inspring.Moreover,theNDVIvalues ofwetgrassland may
be low which may cause wet grassland to be included in the low NDVI range,
representing bare soil. Finally, information on water table class can be used to
discriminate between wet and dry natural areas. Both natural areas show different
spectral signatures for forest and grassland and, consequently, have to be classified
separately (Noordman et al., 1996).Inthese cases the water table classes should be
usedfor additional stratification, ratherthanforproviding a-prioriprobabilities.The
possibility of using a-priori information from soil maps in order to improve the
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Classification accuracyofbulbswillbeinvestigatedintheframework oftheso-called
CAMOTIUS project (Van der Wel and Gorte, 1995).

3.8 Conclusions
Itcan beconcluded that different digital geographical databases of the Netherlands
enablethediscrimininationofthemainlandusetypesintheLGN2database:agriculturalarea,built-uparea,andnaturalareaandforest. Becauseofthethematicclasses,
cost, accuracy andcontinuity ofthe data,use of the CBS Land UseDatabase ispreferred. The CBS Agricultural Statistics enable a further subdivision of agricultural
area.Intheframework oftheLGNproject itispreferred tousetheseancillary digital
data for stratification purposes. Stratification is rather simple, it decreases spectral
variation and confusion and enables to better focus the discrimination process on
problemclasses.Inspecialcasesancillarydata,notavailablebefore the classification,
may be applied to correct misclassifications (postclassification sorting).Because it
isapplied after classification, misclassifications canbecorrected byrecoding, avoiding a time comsuming new classification. When relevant digital data are available
before classification, ingeneral,stratification isprefered topostclassification sorting.
SomeLGN2landcoverclasses,especiallygreenhouses,orchards,roadsandbuildings
in agricultural areas, are also included in other digital geographical databases.
Classifying theseclasses againbyinterpretation of satelliteimagesis,generally,waste
oftime.However, satelliteimagescansometimesbeusedforup-datingtheseclasses.
Further,theuseofsatelliteimagescanalsobepreferred becauseoffinancial reasons.
When land cover statistics for strata areavailable class-based a-priori probabilities,
estimated bythe relative areas of the land cover classes, can simply be included in
theclassification process.However, theincrease inclassification accuracy issmall.
The possibilities of using conditional a-priori probabilities, based on soil type and
watertableclasses,areratherpoor.Generally,theincreaseinclassification accuracy
is small and estimation of a-priori probabilities requires often a considerable
additional sampling effort. The cost of acquiring these data does not balance the
expected classification improvement. Onverywetsoils (watertableclasses I,IIand
II*) grassland is the only crop grown. Water table classes could also be used to
discriminate between wet and dry natural areas. In these cases water table classes
could be used for additional stratification, rather than for providing a-priori probabilities.
Combined use of the 1 : 10 000 topographic database and satellite images may
provide field boundaries to be applied in a field-based classification. The classification result for agricultural crops could be improved considerably by performing
afield-based classification. Ithastobeinvestigated if therequired field boundaries
can be obtained in an operational and cost effective way.
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4 Classification methodology

4.1 Introduction
TheLGN1databasewasproduced byautomatic classification ofmanually stratified
mono-temporalLandsatTMimagesfrom 1986(Thunnissenetal., 1992b).Theclassification accuracy showed a large variation over the country. Similarity in spectral
reflectances attheimage acquisition dateimpeded consistent identification andmapping of anumber of important land cover types. With a view to the up-dating and
operationalimplementation oftheLGNdatabaseanimprovedclassification method,
resulting in a significant improvement of the clasification result, had to be
developped. Significant improvements oftheclassification resultcould beexpected
by a reduction of the spectral confusion between the different land cover types.
Spectral signatures of a range of cover classes, such as agricultural crops, vary
throughouttheyear.Bythat,classeswhich appearverysimilarinspring,maybecome
separableatotherstagesofthephenologicalcycle.Itistherefore expectedthatmultitemporal approaches provide important means to improve classification accuracy.
Further classification improvement of spectral overlapping land cover classes could
be expected by the use of other digital geographical data. Use of ancillary digital
geographical data for stratification ofthe satellite images seemsmost suitable(3.8).
After classification different postprocessing techniques could be applied to further
improve classification accuracy.
For land cover classification purposes Landsat TM and SPOT images are already
used on an operational basis. However, using these sensors, which operate in the
visible and infrared part of the spectrum, regular data acquisition is often hindered
by clouds in the Netherlands. Active microwave sensors acquire data independent
of clouds.Itistherefore investigated if the microwave data supplied bythe imaging
Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) on board of the first European Remote sensing
Satellite (ERS-1)canalsobeused for land cover classification inbehalf oftheLGN
database.
This chapter discusses the improved classification techniques. Attention is paid to
stratification (4.2),automaticandinteractivemono-andmulti-temporal classification
(4.4and4.5) andpostprocessing techniques (4.11).Thepossibilities ofusingERS-1
images in behalf of the LGN database is discussed in 4.10. The classification of
greenhouses,orchards and buildings in agricultural areasproved tobetroublesome.
Specific classification techniques weredeveloped for theseclasses (4.7,4.8and4.9).
The improved classification methods have mainly been developed on the basis of
thedatagatheredintheDrenthetestsiteandfortheproductionoftheLGN2database
(2.1).
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4.2 Stratification
Stratification of the satellite images, prior to the classification, is the most suitable
methodtodiscriminatethemainlandusetypesintheLGN2database (3.8). Different
nation-wide digital geographical databases of the Netherlands enable the
discriminination ofthemain landusetypesintheLGN2database:agricultural area,
built-uparea(including sportandleisurefacilities, dumping sites,miningareas,parks
and public gardens and the like),natural area and forest and water. Because of the
thematic classes,cost,accuracy andcontinuity ofthedata,useoftheCBSLand Use
Database is preferred (3.4). Because this database was not yet available during the
start of LGN2 project the BARS Land Use Database was used for the stratification
of the satellite images used in the LGN2 project and for the classification of the
Drenthe test site. The individual land use classes were aggregated into main land
use classes or strata. Depending on the source data used for the production of the
BARS database the actuality of different map sheets of the BARS database varied
strongly.Themainlanduseclasseswereup-dated byvisualinterpretation of satellite
images,supported bysimultaneousconsultation oftopographic mapsandaerialphotographs. For this purpose the aggregated BARS database was superimposed on the
geometrically corrected and contrast enhanced satellite images. The land cover
changes were directly digitized on screen. The main land cover changes concerned
extensions of towns,sport andleasurefacilities andmineral extraction sites.Ingeneral,theseland coverchangescouldreadily identified onsatelliteimages.Firstclassification results showed that the stratum 'built-up area' had to be subdivided into
urban areas and less densely built on areas, such as sports grounds, airports,
recreational areas, dumping sites andthe like.The spectral signatures of forest and
grassland inwet natural areas (i.e.inland marches andpeat bogs)differed considerably from the spectral signatures of these classes in dry natural areas. Therefore,
a subdivision of natural areas into dry and wet nature area would be very useful.
As distinct from the BARS database, this subdivision can be made with the CBS
Land Use database (3.4) and the soil map (3.7).
The spectral characteristics of, especially, agricultural crops are likely to vary over
distance. The CBS agricultural regions wereused to divide the agricultural stratum
into smaller, more hogeneous areas. For each agricultural region the areas of the
occurring agricultural crops were known (3.6).

4.3 Classification approaches and assessment of classification
accuracy
The improved classification procedure consists of the integrated use of satellite
images,digitalancillarydata,reference dataandexpertknowledge.The classification
methodischaracterizedbyastratified approach (4.2),i.e.everystratumisseparately
classified. For each stratum the occurring land use is known beforehand and each
stratummustbecoveredbythesamesatelliteimages.Astratumisfurther subdivided
when apartofthestratumhastobeclassified withsatelliteimagesfrom otheracquisition dates. Different classification approaches were evaluated: mono-temporal,
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multi-temporal, automatic and visual classification. Prior to the classification the
satellite images were geometrically corrected by identifying ground control points
intheoriginalimagery andonthereference topographicmaps.Ingeneral, first-order
order polynomal transformation equations were applied. Some (parts of) satellite
images weregeometrically correctedusingsecond-order orderpolynomal transformationequations.Thepositionalaccuracyofthecorrected satelliteimageswaschecked
by projecting the BARS vector database on the satellite images. The images were
resampled (byapplyingthenearestneighbour algorithm) to25mby25mtoachieve
a close match with standard map sheets of The Netherlands. It was decided to use
the maximum likelihood algorithm for the (supervised) automatic classification
approach. For specific applications, such as the discrimination between bare and
vegetated areas,the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) was applied:
NDVI=(IR-R)/(IR+R)
where R and IR denote the pixel values in the red and near-infrared bands,
respectively. Bare soil has a NDVI value near zero. The NDVI value increases as
a funtion of the leaf are index.
In order to get an optimal land cover discrimination Landsat TM images were preferred toSPOTimagesbecauseoftheavailability ofTMbandsinthe middle-infrared
partofthespectrum.Various surveysinagricultural and/orforestry study sites,using
TMimages,showedTMbands3,4and5(Table 1)tobemostsuitableforlandcover
classification (Thunnissen etal., 1992a).Moreover, thesebandsareless affected by
haze problems than is the blue and green part of the spectrum (Fuller et al., 1994).
Consequently,weusedTMbands 3, 4and5.When suitableTMimageswerelacking
SPOT images were selected. SPOT bands 1, 2 and 3 (Table 2) were used in the
classification process. Field reference data, topographic maps and satellite images
were used for selecting training areas representative of the land cover classes to be
classified.
Theclassification approacheswereevaluatedintheDrenthetestsiteandinanumber
of strata of the LGN2 database. Classification results were assessed byvisual comparison oftheclassified imageswithreference data(i.e.topographic mapsandaerial
photographs) and by checking the labels of a sample of pixels from the classified
image against thereference classes determined inthe field. Theclassification accuracy of the sampled pixels are presented in error matrices (Table 9). From these
matrices the percentage ofpixels from each class inthe image labelled correctly by
the classifier can be estimated, along with the proportion of pixels from each class
erroneously labelledintoeveryotherclass.Thereference dataareusually represented
by the columns of the matrix and the classified data are represented by the rows.
The 'overall classification accuracy' iscalculated bydividingthenumber of correct
classified pixels by the total number of pixels sampled. In addition, accuracies of
individuallandcoverclassescanbecomputed inasimilarway.Storyand Congalton
(1986) distinghuish 'producer's accuracy' and 'user's accuracy' (Table 9). 'User's
accuracy' isalsocalledreliability.The 'producer's accuracy',further called accuracy
for short, is the probability for a reference sample to be correctly classified. This
accuracy measure is calculated by dividing the number of correct classified pixels
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in aclass bythetotal number ofpixels inthat class asderived from thereference
data (i.e.the column total). The 'user's accuracy' or reliability is defined asthe
probability that asample from theclassified image actually represents that category
ontheground.Thisaccuracymeasureiscalculated bydividing thenumberofcorrect
classified pixels inaclass bythe total number ofpixels that were classified inthat
class (i.e.therowtotal).Thestatistical evaluation ofthe error matrix is discussed
in5.3.
Table 9 The error matrix and the calculated accuracy measures aspresented by Congalton,
1991. Numbers in the matrix express numbers of pixels
Reference data
Classified data

deciduous
forest

Deciduous forest
Coniferous forest
Barren
Shrub
Column total

65
6
0
4
75

coniferous
forest
4
81
11
7
103

barren
22
5
85
3
115

shrub
24
8
19
90
141

row total
115
100
115
104
434

Overall accuracy= = 321/434 = 74%

Deciduous
Coniferous
Barren
Shrub

Producer's Accuracy
65/75 = 87%
81/103 = 79%
85/115 = 74%
90/141 = 64%

User's Accuracy
65/115 = 57%
81/100 =81%
85/115 = 74%
90/104 = 87%

4.4 Mono-temporal classification
At this point, itshould benoted that spectral classes may differ from informational
classesinthe sensethateachoftheinformational classes (inthiscaseLGN2classes)
may comprise several spectral subclasses (Hill, 1993).This appears obviousforthe
LGN2classes 'other agricultural crops' and'other nature areawith low vegetation'.
The former class includes ofcourse numerous crops andthelatter includes awide
rangeofdifferent species and canopy structures. Butitequally holdsformost other
LGN2classes.After theclassification, theindividual spectralclasseshavetobecombinedtoform the desired informational classes.Ingeneral,mono-temporal classificationofLandsatTMimages,obtainedduringtheperiod mid-Maytolate September,
provided good results formost LGN2 classes inthestrata built-up area (including
urban areas and less densely built on areas), natural area and forest and water.
However, someoftheconcerning LGN2classes could notbedistinguished because
theypossessed similar spectralreflectances. Forexample,denselyforested residential
areas could notbe distinguished from (patches of) forest situated in urban area.
Discrimination oftheseLGN2classescouldbeachievedbyrecodingtheconcerning
spectralclassestothecorrespondingLGN2classesonthebasisofthespatialdistributionofindividual BARSclasses.Athough notincluded intheLGN2database,larch
forms animportant tree speciesbecauseitlooses itsneedle-leaves inautumn, which
is of importance in hydrological (groundwater recharge!) and environmental
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(atmospheric deposition!) studies. Larch proved to be accurately classified when
additional images from winter were used.
Tables 10 and 11 show some final results of the mono-temporal classification
approach for theDrenthetest siteandtheLGN2 database.Forthecalculation of the
overallclassification accuracy oftheDrenthetestsite,thereference classmixed forest, classified asone of the spectral classes decidous orconiferous forest, was considered tobecorrectly classified. Inthereference data of theLGN2 database mixed
forest was not distinghuished.
Table 10 Error matrix showing the result of the mono-temporal classification approach for the
stratum 'forest and natural area' in the Drenthe test site. The classification was performed with
a Landsat TM image acquired on 2 September 1991. Numbers in the matrix express numbers of
pixels.
Classified data

Reference data
deciduous
forest

Reliability
coniferous
forest

mixed
forest

open natural area
total
with low veg station

Deciduous forest
Coniferous forest
Open natural area
with low vegetation
Total

31
5
0

6
85
7

7
14
2

1
0
28

45
104
37

36

98

23

29

186

Accuracy (%)

86.1

86.7

91.3

96.6

(%)

84.4
95.2
75.7

Overall classification accuracy (inclusive of mixed forest): 88.7%

Table 11 Error matrix showing the result of the mono-temporal classification approach for
some(aggregated) LGN2 classes. The classification was performed with Landsat TM images
acquired on 12 and 24 May 1992. Numbers in the matrix express numbers of pixels (after
Noordman et al., 1996)
Classified data

Reliability
• (%)

Reference data
decidu- conifeous
rous
forest
forest

Deciduous forest
Coniferous forest
Natural area with
low vegetation
Urban area
(built-up)
Green urban area
Total
Accuracy (%)

90.9

natural
area
with low
vegetation

urban
area
(built-up)

green
urban
area

arable
land

total

80
3
5

13
94
2

7
3
92

0
0
1

0
0
0

0
0
0

100
100
100

80.0
94.0
92.0

0

0

0

94

5

1

100

94.0

0
88

0
109

0
102

5
100

92
97

3
4

100
500

92.0

86.2

91.3

90.2

94.0

94.8

Overall classification accuracy: 90.4%
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4.5 Multi-temporal classification of agricultural crops
For an accurate classification of most agricultural crops the use of multi-temporal
satellitedataisrequired.Aproblemofmulti-temporal approachestoautomaticimage
classification istheincreasing datavolumewhichresultsfrom asimple combination
ofthespectralbandsfrom eachof severalacquisitions.Inthis studythecombination
of three satellite images would produce a9-band composite image (only TM bands
3, 4 and 5were used).Different datareduction methods have been developed, such
as optimal band selection, ratios and differences of spectral bands and statistical
transformations (e.g. principal component analysis). In numerous remote sensing
applications, various combinations of bands inthe visible and near-infrared part of
thespectrumhaveproventheirsuitabilitytoemphasizeimportantplantphenological
characteristics. However, these so-called vegetation indices only use a part of the
spectral information that is provided by the Landsat Thematic Mapper sensor, and
the reduction to one single parameter for each date usually implies too big information losses to be further used for land cover classification. Nevertheless, theuse of
vegetation indicesmaybeveryuseful for specific applications suchasthediscrimination between bare andvegetated areas.Statistical transformations, such asprincipal
component analysis, are data dependent. By that, objects, having similar spectral
characteristics,may showdifferent coloursindifferent transformed images (Sheffield,
1985), making it difficult for an interpreter to apply previous experience of
colour-surface relationships.Asaresult,itwasdecided touseoriginal spectralbands
for image classification.
When using a composite image, containing all the selected bands of the obtained
satellite images,three bands havetobe selected for graphical display. Bythat, only
apart of the spectral information canbeused for the selection of training areas.An
other problem is related to the number of spectral classes per agricultural crop or
field. A particular crop or agricultural field may comprise several spectral classes
on each of the satellite images, dependent on crop growth conditions (e.g. water
supply and soil type), phenological stage (e.g. emergence, ripening and withering)
andcultivationpractices (e.g.conversion ofgrassland intoarableland,useof differentvarieties,harvesting andafter growth).Asaresultthecomposite imagewill often
compriseanexcessivenumberofspectralclasses,makingtheselectionofthetraining
areas atime-consuming anddifficult task (Hill, 1993andFulleretal., 1994).Therefore, it was decided to classify each satellite image seperately (i.e. mono-temporal
classification) andto combine the classified images in aGIS toform the final classification result, using conditional 'IF-THEN' statements. Mostly, a NDVI image
from springawasusedtomaskthesatelliteimagesfrom summerpriortoclassification.
To enable applications of the LGN2 database on a regional scale,mininimum classification accuracies and reliabilities of 70% are required. However, poor spectral
separability and cultivation practices such asharvesting mayresult in classification
accuraciesandreliabilitiesbelow 70%. Inthesecasesmixedagricultural classes(e.g.
maize/sugar beet) weredefined. However, when agricultural cropsAandBshowed
largespectralconfusion, butcropAcovered onlyarelative smallareaincomparison
with crop B, then class A was assigned to class B and no assignment to a mixed
class occurred. Thedecision todefine mixedclasses isbased ontheexpertise ofthe
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interpreter, datafrom theCBSAgricultural Statistics andfield reference data.Incase
ofpartialspectraloverlap,resulting inclassification accuracies andreliabilities below
70%, the classification process was aimed at the subdivision of the overlapping
classesinto 'pure' andmixedclasses.Theinclusion ofmixedclasses willbedemonstratedonthebasisoftheclassification oftheDrenthetest site.Ingeneral,the definitionofmixedclasseseffects a(considerable)improvementofclassification accuracies
(inclusive of mixed classes) and reliabilities. However, classification accuracy of
the pure classes decreases (Tables 12 and 13).
Table 12 Error matrix showing the classification result for the agricultural crops in the Drenthe
test site derived from a Landsat TM image acquired on 2 September 1991. Numbers in the
matrix express numbers of pixels
Classified
data

Reliability

Reference data
grass

maize

potatoes

sugar
beets

Grass
Maize
Potatoes
Sugar beets
Bare soil
Total

87
0
11
7
20
125

0
22
1
7
3
33

8
7
39
30
48
132

4
7
3
43
6
63

Accuracy (%)

69.6

66.7

29.6

68.3

cereals

2
0
1
0
47
50
0.0

other
agricultural crops

total

0
1
1
0
8
10

101
37
56
87
133
414

(%)

86.1
59.5
70.0
49.4
0.0

0.0

Overall classification accuracy: 46.3%
Table 13 Error matrix showing the classification result for the agricultural crops in the Drenthe
test site derived from a Landsat TM image acquired on 2 September 1991. Mixed classes were
included. Numbers in the matrix express numbers of pixels
Classified
data

Grass
Maize
Potatoes
Sugar beets
Cereals/potatoes
Maize/sugar
beets
Maize/potatoes/sugar beets
Total
Accuracy (%)
Accuracy
inclusive of
mixed classes (%)

reliability

Reference data

(%)
potatoes

sugar
beets

grass

maize

87
0
8
1
17

0
9
1
0
2

8
0
28
2
37

4
4
1
24
3

0

13

1

12

8

125
69.6
69.6

cereals

other
agricultural crops

total

2
0
1
0
47

0
0
1
0
6

101
13
40
27
113

86.1
69.2
70.0
88.9
74.3

19

0

1

39

94.1

56

8

0

2

86

83.7

33

132

63

50

10

414

27.3
90.1

21.2
91.7

38.1
80.1

0.0
94.0

0.0
0.0

Overall classification accuracy: 35.8%
Overall classification accuracy (inclusive of mixed classes): 81.4%
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The NDVI image derived from the SPOT image from 3February 1991 was used to
discriminate between grassland and bare soil inthe multi-temporal classification of
the Drenthe test site.Subsequently, usingtheNDVImask,the satellite images from
summer were used for the classification of the arable crops.The LGN2 class 'other
agricultural crop' formed aheterogeneous class,often consistingofsmallfields.This
classwasnotincluded intheclassification. Thefinal classification resultwasobtained
bycombination oftheseparatelyclassified satellite images (Table 14and 15).
As expected the multi-temporal classification approach (overall accuracy exclusive
ofmixedclasses:55.0%)issuperiortothesingle-dateclassification (overall accuracy
exclusiveofmixedclasses:35.8%).Bothclassification approachesprovide comparableoverallclassification accuraciesinclusiveofmixedclasses(76.0%versus81.4%).
The multi-temporal classification approach without distinction of mixed classes
resulted in an overall classification result of 63.4%.In the latter case no additional
information isavailable onthemisclassified pixels.Inpractice,thedecrease inclassification accuracy of the pure classes has to be balanced with the improvement in
classification accuracy (inclusive ofmixedclasses)andreliability andthe additional
information resulting from the introduction of mixed classes.
Table 14 Error matrix showing the multi-temporal classification result for the agricultural crops
in the Drenthe test site. Mixed classes were included. Numbers in the matrix express numbers of
pixels
Classified
data

Grass
Maize
Potatoes
Sugar beets
Cereals
Cereals/potatoes
Maize/sugar
beets
Maize/potatoes/sugar beets
Total
Accuracy (%)
Accuracy
inclusive of
mixed classes (%)

Reference data

Reliability

(%)
potatoes

grass

maize

91
0
6
1
1
11

2
8
1
0
1
0

23
0
73
2
1
11

7
4
3
22
1
3

3
0
3
0
33
11

0
0
1
0
2
4

126
12
87
25
44
40

72.2
66.6
83.9
88.0
75.0
55.0

0

13

1

16

0

1

31

93.5

10

8

21

7

0

2

48

75.0

125

33

132

63

50

10

414

24.2
87.9

55.3
79.5

34.9
71.4

66.0
88.0

0.0
0.0

72.8
72.8

sugar
beets

cereals

Overall classification accuracy: 55.0%
Overall classification accuracy (inclusive of mixed classes): 76.0%
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other
agricultural crops

total

Table 15 Combination of the separately classified satellite images toform the final classification
result for the agricultural crops in the Drenthe test site. The conditional statements were applied
in the order in which they are placed
NDVI image
(3 Februari 1991)

Classified SPOT
image
(19 July 1991)

Classified TM
image
(2 September 1991)

Final classification
result

High NDVI

high NDVI

grassland

Low NDVI

sugar beet
maize
potatoes
potatoes/cereals
potatoes/cereals

sugar beet
maize
potatoes
potatoes
cereals
potatoes

potatoes/cereals
maize/sugar beet
maize/potatoes/
sugar beet
other cops

potatoes/cereals
maize/sugar beet
maize/potatoes/
sugar beet
other crops

potatoes
cereals
maize/potatoes/
sugar beet

The overall classification accuracy of the pure classes is well below 70%. This is
due to considerable spectral confusion onthe satellite images from 29July (SPOT)
and 2 September 1991 (Landsat TM) and harvesting activities, mainly in August.
The spectral confusion on the SPOT image from 29 July 1991 was caused by the
poor spectral resolution of SPOT, while the spectral confusion on the Landsat TM
imagefrom 2September 1991wasmainlycausedbywitheringofpotatoesandwater
stress. During the month of August 1991 there was hardly any rainfall. Therefore,
on 2 september 1991 dry conditions occurred in the field.
The NDVI image from February was expected to accurately distinguish between
grassland andarableland.Actually,theresult issomewhatdisappointing (Table 14).
That is largely caused by the early acquisition date of the SPOT image. Evaluation
of the reference data and the satellite image showed that about 13%of the fields
which showedbaresoilinFebruary weresownwithgrassinspring,while about27%
(!) of the fields which were covered with crops in February were used for growing
arablecrops.Thelatterfields concerned bothgrasslands,converted intoarable land,
and fields covered with asecondcropgrown after harvesting of themaincrop.(e.g.
forthepurposeofgreenmanuring).Thesamecultivationpracticeswerefound during
theprocessing of the TMimage of 14Februari 1994,which wasused for the multitemporal classification of agricultural crops in the LGN2 database in large areas in
the western and southern part of the Netherlands (Noordman et al., 1996 and 4.6).
Spectral confusion between different agricultural crops mayhave different reasons.
An important reason is adeviating crop development due to,for example, shortage
of water and/or nutrients or water logging. Bythat, misclassified pixels often form
irregularpatternswithinafield. Agriculturalfields mayalsoshow(large) spatialvariabilityinspectralrefectance dueto,for example,ripeningorwithering,causing(clusters of) misclassified pixels to occur in a more or less regular distribution. Based
onfield shape,patterns of misclassified pixels and/or spatial variation in refectance
(texture) these fields can often bevisually recognized as separate fields with apar-
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ticularcrop.Besides shape,pattern andtexturethelocation amidstotherfields (context) may alsoplay an important part inthe visual interpretation process. Grassland
areas,for example,can often readily bevisuallyrecognized onthebasis ofthe characteristic variation in reflectance caused by grazing, mowing and regrowth. So in
manycasesvisualinterpretation of satelliteimagesissuperiortoautomatic classification, which is solely based on the spectral characteristics of individual pixels.
Prior to the decision to use visual interpretation techniques instead of automatic
classification thepro's andconshavetebecompared.Factors astime, classification
accuracy andtheimportance ofthecrophavetobetakenintoconsideration. Inpractice,visualinterpretation often appearstobeavaluabletool,complementarytoautomaticclassification. Advanced hardware andsoftware enablethesimultaneous interpretation of different satellite images,while the interpretation result can directly be
stored in digital form by on screen digitizing. During the production of the LGN2
database visual interpretation proved to be necessary in many areas in order to get
an acceptable classification result. However, the overall information content of the
multi-temporal satellite data is sohigh, that only automatic approaches can provide
classification results for (very) large areas.

4.6 Optimal acquisition dates and availability of satellite images for
the clasification of agricultural crops
Theclassification ofagricultural cropsintheLGNdatabase isbasedonamulti-temporalapproach(4.5).LandsatTMandSPOTXSarethemostsuitablesatelliteimages
for land cover classification in the framework of the LGN project. Optimal image
acquisition dates,required spectralresolution andthe availability of satellite images
are discussed in this chapter.
Ingeneral,LandsatTMimagesarepreferred toSPOTimagesbecauseofthepresence
of middle-infrared TM bandsrequired for accurate land cover classification. Moreover, Landsat TM images are considerably cheaper than SPOT images. A SPOT
coverage iscirca5timesmoreexpensiveperunitareacovered.Altough theLandsat
5 satellite,which was launched over eleven years ago in 1984,continues to provide
high quality multispectral imagery, the ageing sensors onboard Landsat 5threaten
continuity of Landsat imagery. Landsat 6 was lossed at launch and Landsat 7 is
scheduled for launch in December 1998. On the other hand SPOT 4, planned for
launchin 1996,willbeequiped withamiddleinfrared band.Thepossibility ofSPOT
of pre-programmed, off-nadir, imaging will increase the chance of getting suitable
images.
Phenological datafor themaincrops growinginastratum (e.g.planting/sowing date,
ripening) andcultivationpractices (e.g.conversion ofgrassland intoarablelandand
viceversa,harvesting,after growth)shouldbetakenintoconsideration whenselecting
optimal image acquisitions. Aminimum image data set should include at least one
image from spring and one image from summer. For many crops April/May is the
optimalimageacquisitionperiodinspring.Neverthelessgrassland andwintercereals
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maybeconfused inearly spring(April).Discriminationbetweengrasslandandarable
land,usingawinterimage,maybehindered byaftergrowth (e.g.fields covered with
crops used for green manuring), conversion of grassland into arable land and vice
versa (4.5).The last twopractices are especially of importance in areas with mixed
landuse,wherebothgrasland andarablelandcoverrelativelargeareas.Thegrowing
ofasecondcropafter theharvestofthemaincrop(e.g.cereals)isstrongly increasing
lastyearsforthepurposeofgreenmanuring,improving soilstructureanddecreasing
theriskofplant diseases.Inareaswithclay soilsthe secondcropismostly ploughed
before winter.FormanyarablecropsthemonthofJuly istheoptimal imageacquisitionperiod insummer asfar asthetheminimum image data setisconcerned. However, the use of additional images from other periods will, in general, considerably
improve theclassification result.Experience has shown that theoptimal image data
set should include images from May,June andAugust. Theincreased classification
result, in general, counter-balances the additional cost for purchase and processing
of these images. In practice, the choice of the images to be used should be based
on the occurring land cover, the required classification result and the available
satellite images.
When images from suboptimal periods or images which lack spectral bands in the
middle-infrared part of the spectrum are used, spectral confusion may effect the
inclusion of mixed classes in the LGN database. Mixed classes hamper efficient
classification ofthesatelliteimagesandoperationalapplicationoftheLGNdatabase.
Therefore, itisprefered toavoidusing suboptimal images asmuchaspossible,even
if one would have to wait another growing season for more suitable images.
For training the classifier and validation of the classification result the availability
ofsuitablereference dataisofgreatimportance.Reference dataofagricultural crops
havetobegathered inthefield. Inpractice,thefinal choice oftheimagestobeused
forclassification isoften madeinlatesummer.Forexample,apartofthe agricultural
crops in the LGN2 database of the western part of the Netherlands was classified
using satelliteimagesobtained on 16August 1994.Mostly,thefinal choicecanonly
bemade after visual evaluation of the quick look data for determination of location
(especially for SPOTimages),qualityandinformation contentoftheimages.Existing
catalogues of acquisitions proved unreliable, especially as far as the cloudiness is
concerned, and made no distinctions between cloud over sea or land. Moreover,
marked differences existed between assessments made atFucino and Kiruna (TM).
However,itcantakesomeweeksafter imageacquisition beforethequicklooksthemselvesareavailable.Therefore, inpractice,often arestricted timeperiodis available
for field survey.Manycrops arealready harvested inlate summer.Withthemodern
electronic tools quick look data should be made available on line within 24 hours
of acquisition of the image.
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4.7 Classification of greenhouses
TheLGN1 database wasproduced by automatic classification ofLandsat TMimages,
usingbands3,4and5.Becauseofthelowspectralseparabilityofgreenhousesthisclass
wasincludedintheLGN1 class'built-uparea'(Thunnissenetal.,1992b).However,information onthelocation ofgreenhousesisofgreatimportanceforphysicalplanningand
environmentalpurposes.Therefore,greenhousesshouldbeincludedintheLGN2database.
Greenhouses areincluded inthe topographic databases (3.5) andthe CBSLand Use
Database (3.4).Bothdatabases were,however,notyetavailableindigitalform during
thestartofLGN2project. Greenhouses arealsoincluded intheBARSdatabase(3.4).
The classification accuracy of greenhouses varies, however, strongly in the BARS
database and in some areas large contiguous (agricultural) areas are included inthe
BARSclass 'Greenhouses'.Therefore, itwasdecidedtoinvestigate the possibilities
of satellite images to classify greenhouses. Different satellite images (SPOT and
Landsat TM) were visually evaluated in several test sites in order to determine the
optimalbandcombinationsfortheclassification ofgreenhouses (Table 16).Herewith,
mostattention waspaidtotheLandsatTMimages from 15and24May 1992,which
coveredtheentirecountry.Thevisualevaluationofthesatelliteimageswassupported
by 1 : 25 000 topographic maps and aerial photographs.
Table 16 Satellite images used for determination of the optimal band combinations for the classification of greenhouses
Satellite images

Scene

Acquisition Date

SPOTXSenP
SPOT XS
Landsat TM
Landsat TM
Landsat TM
Landsat TM

45-245
42-244
198-24
198-24
198-24
198-24

01-09-1987
27-06-1992
13-07-1990
02-09-1991
15-05-1992
14-02-1994

For the classification of the multispectral SPOT images bands 1,2 and 3 (Table 1)
wereused.OptimalLandsatTMbandcombinationsprovedtovaryfordifferent areas
and acquisition dates.Favourablebandcombinations found were 1,2and3,3,4and
5 and 2, 6 and 7 (Table 2). In general, the SPOT panchromatic band proved lo be
less successfull than the SPOT multitemporal bands. In spite of the low spatial
resolution of TM band 6 (120 m), in many areas the band combination 2, 6 and 7
wasfound tobesuperiortootherbandcombinations for thediscrimination ofgreenhouses. The greenhouses showed arelatively low radiation temperature on the TM
images from 13-07-90, 02-09-1991 and 15-05-1992. The recording of the thermal
bandoftheTMimagefrom 14-02-1994hadfailed. Thebestclassification resultwas
achieved by using band combination 4, 5 and 3 (depicted as red, green and blue
respectively) of the Landsat TM image from 14-02-1994. For none of the selected
band combinations automatic classification of the greenhouses provided sufficient
classification accuracyandreliability.Ingeneral,thegreenhouses showed arelatively
large spectralvariability and spectraloverlapoccurred, especially withbare soiland
built-up area. However, most greenhouses could visually be distinguished. So, for
an optimal classification result an interactive interpretation of the selected band
combination(s) should be performed. Therefore, in some test sites the greenhouses
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were classified by interactive interpretation of band combination 2, 6, 7 (depicted
as red, green and blue respectively) of the Landsat TM image from 15and 24-051992. These images covered the entire country. Spectral confusion of greenhouses
with bare soil could largely be solved by masking the satellite image with aNDVI
imagefrom summer,whenmostplotswerecoveredwithvegetation.Spectral confusion of greenhouses with built-up area could onlybesolved byusing ancillary data,
namely topographic maps and aerial photographs. Relatively small greenhouses,
consisting of only a few pixels, were often difficult to locate on topographic maps
and aerial photographs.
The results of the interactive classification of greenhouses in the test sites were
compared withtheCBSAgricultural Statistics (3.6)andwiththegreenhouses onthe
1 : 25 000topographicmapsandaerialphotographs.Thegreenhousesinthetestsites
weredigitizedfrom the 1 :25000topographicmaps.Smallgreenhousescouldmostly
not be distinghuished because of the restricted spatial resolution of the satellite
images. The minimum size of the greenhouses required for recognition amounts to
circa0.5 ha.Theclassification result oflargegreenhouses orgreenhouse complexes
often proved to show forms which deviated strongly from the real greenhouses.
Moreover, the classified greenhouses and greenhouse complexes were generally
considerably larger than in reality. The classified and real greenhouses sometimes
overlapedoneanotherlessthen50%.Thedifferences beweentheclassification results
and the real greenhouses were caused by the spatial resolution of the Landsat TM
images (120mfor band 6 and 30 mfor bands 2 and7) and spectral confusion with
neighbouringpixels.Mixedpixels (coincidingonlypartlywiththegreenhouses) and
houses,buildingsandopen areassituated amongcontiguous greenhouses were often
classified as 'greenhouses' makingtheclassified greenhouses generally (considerably)
larger than the real greenhouses. Consequently, interactive classification of
greenhouses can both overestimate and underestimate the area of greenhouses
dependent on the occurring situation. Therefore, the classification result cannot be
validatedbycomparingtheclassified areaswiththeareasaccordingtotheCBSAgricultural Statistics.
Evaluation of the above mentioned results shows that greenhouses cannot be
sufficiently accurately classified by visual interpretation of Landsat TM images.
Therefore, itwasdecidedtodigitizethegreenhouses from themostrecent 1 : 25 000
topographic maps. To restrict the number of maps to be digitized, only the
municipalities,containingmorethan 10hagreenhouses,wereconsidered.Theconcerning municipalities were selected from the 1992 CBS Agricultural Statistics. In
principletheboundariesofindividualgreenhouses weredigitized.However,houses,
buildings and (small) open areas situated within greenhouse complexes were also
included in the LGN2 class 'Greenhouses'. Subsequently, the greenhouse database
was up-dated to the situation in 1992. For this purpose the digitized geeenhouses
wereprojected onthesatelliteimagesfrom may 1992. Possiblechanges,i.e.disappearanceorextensionofgreenhouses,weretracedbyvisualinterpretation ofthesatellite
images.Specialattentionwaspaidtothosemunicipalitieswhichshowedrelativelarge
differences betweentheareaofgreenhousesdigitizedfrom thetopographicmapand
the area of greenhouses according to the CBS Agricultural Statistics of 1992. In a
numberoftheseareastheinterpretation ofthesatelliteimages wassupported byuse
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of aerialphotographs from 1989.Theinteractive classification of greenhouses proved
tobestrongly supported bythe simultaneousprojection ofthegreenhouses digitized
from the topographic map, providing useful additional information on spectral
reflectance, shape, context and location of the greenhouses. The final classification
resultsweresemi-quantitativelyvalidatedbycomparison oftheclassified areaswith
the areas according to the CBS Agricultural Statistics and by visual comparison of
the classified greenhouses in sometest sites with aerialphotographs from 1989and
1992 (Noordman et al., 1996).
Asstated abovegreenhouses arealsoincluded inotherdigitalgeographical databases.
Ifpossible,greenhouses shouldbecopied outofthesedatabases intoup-dates ofthe
LGN database. However, in practice, data in the geographical databases will often
beoutdatedcompared withtheacquisitiondatesofthesatelliteimages.Inthesecases,
thepresentLGN2database forms areliable startingpointfor theup-dating of greenhouses in future versions of the LGN database. The up-dating can be restricted to
the municipalities where the change in area of greenhouses exceeds a certain
minimumarea,accordingtotheCBSAgricultural Statistics.Becausemanygreenhouses appear different on different satellite images the simultaneous use of several
images is expected to improve the classification result.

4.8 Classification of orchards
TheLGN1databasewasproduced byautomaticclassification ofLandsatTMimages,
usingbands 3,4and 5.Theclassification result oforchards wasratherpoorbecause
of spectral confusion with grassland andforest (Thunnissen et al., 1992b). Because
forests andorchardsoccurinseparate strata(4.2)oftheLGN2database,the spectral
confusion between orchards and grassland constitutes the main problem.
Topographic mapscontain information onorchards.Thesemaps were,however,not
yet available in digital form during the start of LGN2 project. The BARS database
contains only large orchard complexes and contains no orchards at all for a large
partoftheprovinceofLimburg.Therefore, itwasdecidedtoinvestigatethepossibilities of satellite images to classify the orchards not present in the BARS database.
For this purpose different satellite images (SPOT and Landsat TM) from different
acquisition dates were evaluated in two test sites in order to determine the optimal
band combinations and acquisition dates for the classification of orchards. The test
siteswere situated inthe 'Betuwe', an areainthemiddle ofthe Netherlands densily
grown with fruit trees.
Table 17Satellite images usedfor determination of the optimal band combinations and
acquisition datesfor the classification of orchards
Satellite images

Scene

Acquisition Date

SPOT P and XS
SPOT XS
Landsat TM
Landsat TM

42-244

27-06-1986
42-24427-06-1992
198-2402-09-1991
198-2415-05-1992
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Duetothehighspatialresolution ofSPOTpanchromaticimages(10m),theseimages
couldpossiblybesuitabletodetecttexturalcharacteristics oforchardsconnected with
the regular row spacing of the fruit trees. Close visual inspection of the contrast
enhanced SPOTpanchromatic imagefrom 27June 1986(otherpanchromatic images
werenotavailable) showed,however,nospectralvariationcharacteristicoforchards.
For the classification of the multispectral SPOT image bands 1, 2 and 3 (Table 1)
were used. The optimal Landsat TM band combination for the classification of
orchards consists of thebands 3,4 and5(Table 2).In thebeginning of the growing
season spectral confusion with grassland dominated, while in the course of the
growing season spectral confusion with grassland decreased and spectral confusion
with forest increased. The change in spectral confusion iscaused by the increase in
soilcoverageoftheorchardsduringthegrowing season.Becauseforest andorchards
occurinseparatestratathespectralconfusion between orchardsandforest isaminor
problem intheLGN2database.Therefore, classification ofsatelliteimages obtained
late in the growing season provided the best clasification results. Nevertheless, for
none of the selected satellite images automatic classification of orchards provided
sufficient classification accuracy andreliabiliy.Therefore, itwasdecided to classify
the orchards by visual interpretation of satellite images supported by topographic
maps. For the LGN2 database TM images obtained on 13July 1990 (southern half
of the Netherlands) and 2 September 1991 (northern half of the Netherlands) were
used.InalargepartoftheprovinceofLimburgorchardsarerathersmalland/orshow
alowdensityoftrees,hampering anaccurateclassification. Inthisareatheorchards
were digitized from the 1 : 25 000 topographic maps. For practical reasons the
digitization of orchards from satellite images and topographic maps was only
performed for themunicipalities, containing more than 10haorchards according to
the 1992CBSAgricultural Statistics.Thedigitized orchards andthe orchards inthe
BARS database were included in the LGN2 database. Subsequently, the areas of
orchards intheLGN2database werecompared withtheareas oforchards according
tothe CBS Agricultural Statistics of 1992.The municipalities of which the areasof
orchardsinbothdatabasesshowedrelativelargedifferences wereselected for further
interpretation. For this purpose the orchards in the LGN2 database were projected
onthe satelliteimages andmisinterpretations andpossiblechanges,e.g. disappearance
of orchards, were traced by visual interpretation of the satellite images supported
by use of topographic maps.
As stated above orchards are also included in the digital topographic databases. If
possible, orchards should be copied out of these databases into future up-dates of
the LGN database. In practice, data in the topographic databases will often be
outdated compared with the acquisition dates of the satellite images.In thesecases,
the present LGN2 database forms a reliable starting point for the up-dating of
orchardsinfuture versionsoftheLGNdatabase.Theplantingoffruit treeswillonly
beperceptible onsatellite images after someyears.Therefore, somefield workmay
benecessary.Theup-dating canberestricted tothemunicipalities wherethechange
in area of orchards exceeds acertain minimum area, according totheCBS Agricultural Statistics.
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4.9 Classification of buildings in agricultural area
Buildings in agricultural areas can in principle be copied out of topographic
databases. Most topographic maps were, however, not yet available in digital form
duringthestartofLGN2project. Automaticclassification ofdifferent satelliteimages
showedthatscatteredbuildingsinagriculturalareascouldnotbesufficiently accuratelyclassified byautomaticclassification (Thunnissenetal., 1992b).Thepoorclassification results weremainly caused by spectral confusion with bare soil and ripened
cereals.However,onmanysatelliteimagesmostbuildings inagricultural areacould
visually be distinguished. Visual interpretation is more succesful than automatic
classification because visual interpretation is not only guided by tone but also by
size and situation (e.g. with regard to roads) of the buildings. It was investigated
if a specific method could be developed for the classification of buildings in agricultural areas, using satellite images and ancillary data.
Theclassification methodwasdeveloped inatest sitesituatedbetween Arnhem and
Nijmegen in the eastern part of the fluviatile district of the Netherlands. Five test
sites, situated in different characteristic landscapes, were selected for validation of
the classification method. In four test sites a qualitative validation was performed.
Forthetest site 'Gelderse Vallei' asemi-quantitative validation wasperformed. The
test site 'Gelderse Vallei' is situated in the centre of the Netherlands in the
Pleistocene sandy district.Forthetest sitebetween Arnhem andNijmegen 4 optical
satellite images were available (Table 18).The roads included inthe BARS andthe
CBS Land Use Databases (3.4) were used as ancillary data in the classification
proces. The BARS database contains only the main roads while nearly all roads
(inclusive of unmetalled roads) are included inthe CBS Land UseDatabase.Topographicmapsandaerialphotographs wereusedforthevalidationofthe classification
results.Forthe test site situated between Arnhem andNijmegen allbuildings inthe
agricultural stratum were digitized as points. Clusters of buildings were digitized
asonepoint.Forthetestsite 'GelderseVallei' allbuildings weretransfered totransparencies which could be superimposed on hard copies of the classification results.
Inadditiontoopticalimages,thepossibility ofERS-1SARimagesforthe classification of buildings was investigated. The results of the latter research are discussed
in 4.10.
Thedevelopedclassification methodexistsof acombination ofmulti-temporalNDVI
images (4.3)andtheapplication of several GIStechniques.Allsatelliteimageswere
converted into NDVI images. Subsequently, aNDVIrange was selected containing
the buildings in agricultural area. The lower-value of the NDVI range equals zero,
while the upper-value was visualy determined by trial and error.
Table 18 Optical satellite images used for the development of a method for the classification of
buildings in agricultural area
Satellite images
SPOT
SPOT
Landsat TM
Landsat TM
Landsat TM
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Scene
45-245
45-245
198-24
198-24
198-24

Acquisition Date
07-08-1992
08-08-1992
03-08-1986
02-09-1991
15-05-1992

As the upper NDVI value increased not only the number of buildings in the NDVI
rangeincreasedbutalsothenumberofpixelserroneouslyclassified as 'built-up area'
increased. Experience showed that the optimal NDVI range should contain at least
alllargebuildings,i.e.farms. TheNDVIrange maydiffer for each separate satellite
image.After selection oftheNDVIrangeonevaluewasassignedtoallpixelswithin
the range.All other pixels were recoded to 0. Besides alarge number of buildings,
the selected NDVI ranges contained stretches of main roads, fields and patches of
bare soil, fields with ripened cereals and mixed pixels. Most fields with bare soil
or ripened cereals and some stretches of main roads were considerably larger then
thefarms andcouldbe separated from thefarms andremoved from theNDVIrange
by application of a 'CLUMP' and 'SIEVE' operation. Groups of contiguous pixels
in the selected NDVI range (called 'clumps') were identified by their sizes and
clumps, to be considered too small for the present application, were filtered out or
'sieved'. Clumps larger than 14pixels were considered to be fields with bare soil
or ripened cereals or stretches of main roads. In this way buildings bordering on
fields with bare soil or ripened cereals were erroneously removed from the NDVI
range.
Because the classification methodology to be developed applies to buildings in
agricultural areas,thetestsiteswerestratified usingtheagricultural strataasderived
from the BARS database (4.2). This stratification has to be performed after the
'CLUMP' and 'SIEVE' operation, because stratification may create small clusters
of pixels along the strata boundaries which are too small to be sieved. The
stratification could also be performed at the end of the classification procedure.
Buildingsaresupposed toshowrelatively lowNDVIvaluesonevery satelliteimage
irrespective of their acquisition date.By combination of NDVI images of different
acquisition dates (clusters of) pixels with a permanent low NDVI value could be
selected. In some cases (clusters of) pixels, often representing small buildings, did
notcoincide oroverlap ondifferent satellite imagesbecauseofpositionalerrorsdue
to the geometric correction of the satellite images. This problem could largely be
solved by applying apixel growing technique, i.e.the areas of theoriginal (clusters
of) pixels in the NDVI range were expanded by application of a 3 x 3 maximum
filter. To prevent large clusters from becoming too large and the number of
misclassified pixels from increasing considerably, pixel growing has to be applied
to only oneNDVI image.Application of thepixel growing technique on oneimage
from summerprovedtogivebestresults.Pixelgrowinghastobeapplied, ofcourse,
prior to the combination of the separate NDVI images.All pixels overlapping inat
least two NDVI images were stored in the so-called 'building' GIS layer. Besides
buildingsthis 'building' GISlayercontained alsosomescattered (clustersof) pixels
of main roads and bare soil. In general, the classification accuracy of the buildings
decreased, the reliability of the classified buildings increased and the number of
misclassified pixels decreased asthenumber of combined NDVI images increased.
Most large farms and clusters of small buildings were included inthe building GIS
layer, while many scattered small buildings (dwelling-houses, sheds and the like)
werenotincluded inthebuilding GISlayer.Imagesfrom summer, whenmost fields
were covered with vegetation, contributed most to the classification result.
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The (clusters of) pixels of main roads, still present in the building GIS layer after
combination oftheNDVIimages,couldberemoved byoverlaying thebuilding GIS
layer with the main roads included in the CBS Land Use Database. A further
improvement of the classification result could be obtained by defining buffer zones
around the roads included in the CBS Land Use Databases. The CBS Land Use
Database contains nearly all roads (inclusive of unmetalled roads). Most buildings
are situated near aroad. So the classification result could be improved by creating
a buffer of 125 m around all roads and removing all 'buildings' outside the buffer
zones from the building GIS layer.
The developed technique for the classification of scattered buildings in agricultural
areas was validated in 5test sites.In four test sites aqualitative validation was performed by a visual comparison of the classification result with topographic maps.
For the test site 'Gelderse Vallei' a semi-quantitative validation was performed by
superposition of the buildings, transfered to a transparency, on hard copies of the
classification result. In all test sites 3 or 4 satellite images were used for the
classification. Theclassification resultsofthetestsitesweremoreorless comparable
with the result of test site between Arnhem and Nijmegen where the classification
technique was developed. Most large farms and clusters of small buildings were
included inthe building GISlayer, whilemany scattered smallbuildings (dwellinghouses, sheds and the like) were not included in the building GIS layer. In the test
site 'Gelderse Vallei' 91%of the large farms and 64% of the (clusters of) small
buildings were correctly classified, while the number of (clusters of) pixels
erroneously classified as building was less than 2%.In practice the results of the
developed classification method will show somevariation dependent onthe present
land cover and the quality and acquisition dates of the used satellite images.
Scattered buildings in agricultural areas are not yet included in the LGN2 database
but willbeincluded inup-dated versions ofthe database.As stated above buildings
inruralareasarealsoincludedinthedigitaltopographic databases.Ifpossible,these
buildings should be copied out of these databases into future up-dates of the LGN
database. However, in practice, data in the topographic databases will often be
outdated compared with the acquisition dates of the satellite images.Inthese cases,
largebuildingscouldbeaccuratelyup-datedbythedevelopedclassification methodology, using satellite images.
The possibilities of ERS-1 SAR images to classify buildings in agricultural area is
discussed in 4.10.

4.10 Application of ERS-1 images
For land cover classification purposes Landsat TM and SPOT images are already
used on an operational basis. However, using these sensors, which operate in the
visible and infrared part of the spectrum, regular data acquisition is often hindered
bycloudiness orhazeintheNetherlands.Especiallythemulti-temporal classification
of agricultural crops intheLGNdatabase requires aregular data acquisition. Active
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microwave sensors acquire data independent of clouds.With the launch of the first
European Remote sensing Satellite (ERS-1)the first long-term spaceborne imaging
microwave sensor has become available. The ERS-1 (and its successor the ERS-2)
carries an imaging Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) which provides a continuous
sourceofradardatafor observation oftheearththroughtheyears.TheuseofERS-1
imagesincreasesdatareliability.Itis,therefore, ofimportancetoinvestigateifERS-1
imagery could beused toimprove the operational efficiency of the classification of
agricultural crops.
Buildings often appearontheSARimages asbright spots.Thehighbackscatter signals are caused by the so-called corner effect of smooth perpendicular surfaces
orientedtowardsthesatellite.Theclassification ofscatteredbuildingsinagricultural
area, using optical sensors, is troublesome (4.9). Therefore, also the possibility of
ERS-1 SAR images to map buildings was investigated.
The applicability of the ERS-1 SAR images wasinvestigated inthe Zuid Flevoland
test site,situated inthe centralpartoftheNetherlands (Fig. 1).Thelandscape structure is characterized by a division into large, rectangular lots. In general, the lots
are 85hainsize.Intotaltwelvedifferent cropsarepresent inthetest site.Themain
cropsgrown arepotatoes, sugarbeets andwinter wheat,whichcover approximately
53% ofthearea.Theothercropsgrownaremaize,springbarley,winterrape,beans,
peas, grass, lucerne and orchards. A crop type map of the test site for the 1992
growing season was established based on a ground-based survey.
The ERS-1 satellite supplies SAR C-band data (VV polarization with an incidence
angle of 23°atmid-swath).For theZuid Flevoland test site 14ERS-1 SAR images,
acquired in 1992, were available (Schotten et al., 1995). On the basis of crop
separability indexes optimal setsofERS-1images wereselectedfor crop classification. Schotten et al. (1995) found that inthe Zuid Flevoland test site application of
afield-based multi-temporal classification ofintotal 12crops,resulted inanoverall
classification accuracy of 80%of the fields. This corresponds with 88%of the area
(Table 19).For these classification eight images were used from the 1992 growing
season starting at 12-05-92 with time intervals varying from 7 to 19 days up to
03-11-92. Using less images, resulted in lower overall classification accuracies.A
field-based classification requires the availability of digital field boundaries. These
data are,however, not available and digitization of field boundaries for large areas
istooexpensive.Approaches toobtain field boundaries automatically, such asedge
detection andregion growingtechniques,cannot beapplied onanoperational basis.
Therefore, alsothepossibilities ofapixelbased classification ofERS-1images was
investigated. Apixel-based classification iscomplicated bythepresence of speckle.
InordertoreducethespeckleaGamma-GammaMAP(MaximumAPosteriori) filter
(Lopesetal., 1993)wasapplied.Thisfilter reduces speckle whilepreserving spatial
resolution andstructuralfeatures.After applicationoftheGamma-Gamma MAPfilter
an extra 5 x 5 majority filter was applied. The latter filter was used to simplify the
selection of training areas because the variances within the fields were still quite
large.Tocomparetheresults ofthepixelbasedclassification withthoseofthe fieldbasedclassification, thepixelbased (maximumlikelihood)classification wascarried
outwiththesameeight-date multi-temporal datasetfortheZuidFlevoland testsite.
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The pixel-based crop classification leads for all crops to significant lower
classification accuracies and reliabilities than the field-based classification (Tables
19 and20). Thepixel-based classification resulted inantheoverall classification
accuracyof55% (Table20).Thevariancesinbackscatter stillpresentwithintheindividual fields lead to small misclassified clusters ofpixels throughout theresultof
the pixel-based classification.
The result of themulti-temporal pixel-based classification of ERS-1 SARimages
isratherpoor.However, sometimestheavailableopticalsatelliteimagesdonotallow
somecropstobeclassified withsufficient accuracyorreliabilty.Inthesecasesmixed
classes areincluded inthe LGN database (4.5).These mixed classes could possibly
beusedformasking ERS-1 SARimages priortoapixel-based classification. Since
only arestricted numberofclasses havetobedistinguished, theclassification result
islikelytoincrease.Twoexamplesofmixed classes which occur intheLGN2 databasearegrass-winterwheat andpotato-sugarbeet-maize. Thesetwoclasseswereused
tomaskthe filtered ERS-1 imagesoftheZuid Flevoland test site.These areas were
classified again, butnow only forthe crops present inthe mixed class. The results
are presented inTables 21and 22.
Table 21 Influence (%) of crop segmentation on thepixel based classification result of the
eigth-date ERS-1 SAR data setfor potato, sugar beet and maize
Crop type

Potato
Sugar beet
Maize

Classification of all crops

Classificatie mof potato,
sugar beet a nd maize

accuracy

reliability

accuracy

43
36
4

73
53
38

reliability

56
70
25

73
52
33

Table 22Influence (%) of crop segmentation onthepixel based classification result of the eigth-date
ERS-1 SARdata setandof the ERS-1 SARimagefrom 16-8-1992 for winter wheat and grass
Crop type

Winter wheat
Grass

Image from 16-8-1992

Eight date data set
classification of
all crops

classificat ion of
winterwh eatand
grass

classification of
winter wheatand
maize

accuracy

reliability

accuracy

reliability

accuracy

reliability

90
73

56
78

91
91

93
89

98
75

83
96

Theclassification resultofthemaskedERS-1SARimagesforthemixedclasspotatosugar beet-maize israther poor. Thebackscatter signatures of these crops remain
similar throughout the growing season incontrast with the backscatter signatureof
most ofthe other crops. Masking of the ERS-1 images forthemixed class grasswinterwheat,however, showsasignificant improvementoftheclassification result.
Classification accuracy andreliability forgrassincrease from 73%to91% and from
78 to 89%, respectively. Forwinter wheat classification accuracy and reliability
increase from 90%to91% and from 56to93%, respectively. Winter wheat isalso
oneofthefew croptypes whichcanbediscriminated from the othercrops withonly
oneERS-1image(Schottenetal., 1995).Therefore, anextraclassification wasdone
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with one image, acquired on 16-08-1992, for the mixed class grass-winter wheat.
This resulted in an reasonable classification result (Table 22). However, this good
resultmaynotbeexpectedfor allERS-1acquisition datesduringthegrowingseason.
Optimal image acquisition dates for the discrimination between specific crops can
becalculatedwithsocalled separabilityindices(Schottenetal., 1995).Todetermine
these optimal acquisition dates,backscatter time series from different years and for
different crops have to be analysed.
It can be concluded that ERS-1 imagery cannot be used to improve the operational
efficiency of the classification of agricultural crops in the framework of the LGN
database. Only in specific cases ERS-1 SAR images could be used complementary
to images from optical satellites to improve the classification result of agricultural
crops which show spectral confusion in the optical part of the spectrum. However,
further research is required to determine the optimal acquisition dates for the discriminationbetweenspecific crops.PossibleapplicationofERS-1imagesintheproduction process of the LGN database will strongly depend on the occurring mixed
classes,thenumber ofrequired images andthe availability and (processing) costof
theimages.Inthisframework alsootheravailableSARimages(JERS-1andRadarsat)
and SAR images which are foreseen with planned missions (Envisat) have to be
included in further research.
The classification of buildings situated inthe agricultural stratum of the LGN database was troublesome (4.9). Therefore, also the possibility of ERS-1 SAR images
to map buildings was investigated. Buildings appear on the SAR images as bright
spots. The high backscatter signals are caused by the so-called corner effect of
smoothperpendicular surfaces orientedtowardsthesatellite.Theincomingradarsignal isreflected bycornersformed bysoil-wall surfaces. Theinterpretation ofERS-1
imagesfrom threedifferent tracksovertheZuidFlevolandtestsitelearnedthatonly
a limited number of farms could be distinguished. Only on images of one of the
tracks (track 29) anumber of buildings could be classified by a simple slicing procedure. On images of the other two tracks (tracks 423 and 151) buildings did not
haveahigherbackscatterthanseveralagriculturalfields andthusmakinga differentiation difficult. The different results of the tracks can be explained by the looking
direction of the SAR system and the orientation of most buildings in the test site.
ManyroadsinthetestsiteareNorthwest-Southeast orSouthwest-Northeast oriented
and most of the farms are build with the same orientation along these roads. The
looking direction of the SAR in track 29 appears to be perpendicular towards the
east-oriented walls of the farms. An implication of this feature for the rest of the
Netherlands isthatonlybuildings withaspecific orientation (perpendicular towards
the looking direction of theradar) canbe discriminated. Thus,multi-temporal SAR
data coming from different tracks will increase the maximum number of buildings
which can be distinguished.
Imagesofthephasedifference betweentwoSARimagesacquiredfrom two(nearly)
repeated SARcoverages arecalled interferograms (Vander Kooij et al., 1995).The
coherence of the phase of the interferogram is a quality measure for the phase
preservation, with time and surface type. Temporal decorrelation can be caused by
smallchanges oflocation of scatterers withintheresolution cellbetween thepasses.
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Temporaldecorrelation depends stronglyonthenatureofthescatteringobject. Water
will decorrelate very fast (within approximately 0.1 second). Vegetated areas
decorrelate fast especially during the growing season, while bare agricultural fields
may show complete loss of coherence by management practices like plowing. On
thecontrary, solid scattererslikehousesdohardlydecorrelateforlongtimeintervals.
Whenusedinaproperwaythecoherencecanprovidevaluableadditional information
on land use (Van der Kooij et al., 1995). It is therefore, interesting to investigate
thepossibilities of multi-pass inferometry for theclassification ofbuildings in agricultural area.

4.11 Postprocessing
Following the classification, different postprocessing techniques could be applied
to further improve classification accuracy.
Classified dataoften manifest asalt-and-pepperappearanceduetotheinherentspectral variability encountered by a classifier when applied on a pixel-by-pixel basis
(Lillesand and Kiefer, 1994). Majority filtering is often applied to remove this
salt-and-pepper appearance, thereby producing a more map-like product. Majority
filtering assigns the mostfrequently occurring class in aNxNpixel (moving) window to the central pixel of the window. Gurney and Townshend (1983), Kenk et
al.(1988)andThunnissenetal.(1992a)showedthatsimplemajority filtering results
insignificant classification accuracy increasewhenthepixelissignificantly smaller
thanthesizeoftheobjectsbeingclassified. However,themajority filter hasanumber
ofdisadvantages,resultinginalessdesirablefinal product.Theseundesirablecharacteristics stem from the lack of control over minimum polygon size and pixel class
conversion (Kenk et al., 1988). This results in pixels being converted to very dissimilar classes,thepositional shifting of hard naturalboundaries andthe disappearance of small objects.
To remove noise and to improve the overall classification accuracy it was decided
toapply a3 x 3pixelmajority filter ontheoutput from theautomaticclassifier. The
disappearance of small objects was not considered to be aproblem for applications
on a regional scale. If required, important classes can be excluded from filtering.
In order to prevent pixels from being converted to very dissimilar classes, each
stratum was filtered separately.
Theinfluence ofmixedclassesontheclassification resultcouldpossiblybedecreased
by application of a selective majority filter. A selective majority filtering involves
the assignment of themost frequently occurring pure class inaNxNpixel window
to the central pixel of the window labeled with a mixed (agricultural) class in the
originalclassification result.Themixedclasscodeofthe2centralpixelofthewindow
can only be changed to the code of one of the constituent classes. This approach
is based on the assumption that pixels of amixed class are likely to be surrounded
by correctly classified pixels of pure classes. A selective majority filtering was
applied to the classification result of the agricultural crops in the Drenthe test site.
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A preliminary data set was used which deviated from the final classification result
as presented in Table 14.The reliabilities of the mixed classes in the preliminary
dataset wererelatively lowcompared with those inTable 14.The data were filtered
threetimesanddifferent window sizeswereapplied.Selectivemajority filtering was
found toimprovetheaccuracyofthepureclasses(between4and30%).Theaccuracy
improved more as window size increased and the filter was applied more times in
succession. Thereliability of the pure classes,however, increased only sligthly (up
to2%)or(inmostcases)decreased (between 2and 38%).Thedecreaseinreliability
of pure classes was caused by erroneous assignment of mixed classes. The risk of
erroneous assignment ofmixedclassesincreased aswindow sizeincreased, thereliability of the mixed classes decreased and the number of the constituent classes
increased.Inthecaseofrelative large window sizes,mixed classes were erroneosly
assigned to pure classes in neighbouring fields. The reliability of the major mixed
class in the dataset used in the selective majority filtering approach was relatively
low, which frequently resulted in wrong class assignment. When the number of
constituent classes increased, the chance of assigning wrong classes also increased.
Infact onlyonepurepixelinthewindowcould changetheclassofthecentralpixel.
Therefore, the effect of selective majority filtering could possibly be improved by
applying different tresholds, rather than using a simple majority rule.
Evaluationoftheresultsofselectivemajority filtering intheDrenthetestsiteshowed
thatinthecaseofmixedclasses,which containonlytwocroptypes andhave arelative high reliability (at least 70%), application of a 3 x 3 selective majority filter
couldeffect aconsiderable improvement oftheclassification result.Thefilter should
be applied three times in succession. In other cases the result of application of a
selective majority filter is doubtful. Because the reliability of the mixed class is of
decisive importance for the succes of selective majority filtering, the filter should
onlybeapplied after evaluation oftheclassification result.Whenamixedclassconsists of crops which were harvested onthe image acquisition date,the pixels in this
class willnot be surrounded by correctly classified pixels of apure class. Soin this
case no selective majority filter may be applied.
Experience gained during the production of the LGN2 database showed that under
specific conditions (e.g. occurrence of large fields which contain clusters of pure
classes aswellasclusters of mixed classes withhighreliability) other window sizes
may be applied and mixed classes which contain more than twocrop types may be
filtered. Application of selectivemajority filtering inthesecasesrequires competent
and experienced inpreters which have knowledge of the area to be classified.
Duringtheproduction oftheLGN2databaseinsomeareasmisclassification of small
clusters ofpixels occurred which didnot disappear by application of asimple 3 x 3
majority filter. Some frequently occurring misclassifications were:
— Inspecific casesmixedpixelswerecontinually erroneouslyclassified asaparticularclass.Forexample,mixedpixels,containing deciduous forest andwater, were
continually classified as coniferous forest.
— Locally,geometricdeviationsbeween different satelliteimagescoveringthesame
area were larger than 1pixel. Combination of the separately classified images
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couldresult inclassification errors,especially alongtransitions between different
land cover types.
— Locally spectral confusion between two agricultural crops resulted in small
scattered clusters of wrongly classified pixels.
Mostoftheabove-mentioned typeofmisclassifications werecorrected byapplication
of a 'CLUMP' and 'SIEVE' operation and/or existing or ad-hoc developed filters
(Noordman et al., 1996).
Inspecialcasesancillary data,notavailablebefore theclassification, maybeapplied
tocorrect misclassifications (postclassification sorting, 3.2.3).Because itis applied
after classification, misclassifications canbecorrected byrecoding,avoiding atime
comsumingnewclassification. Inordertoimprovetheclassification ofthemainroads
intheLGN2database,postclassification sortingwasapplied (Noordmanetal., 1996).
Thepolygons ofthemainroads,includingverges andvegetated areaswithinroundabouts, were derived from the CBS Land Use Database (3.4). The recoding of the
classified pixelswasnotunambiguous andresulted,locally,inapoor discrimination
between the road surfaces and the contiguous vegetated areas.
For specific LGN2 classes other data sources were superior to satellite images (e.g.
greenhouses,4.7)orvisualinterpretation ofsatelliteimageswassuperiortoautomatic
classification (e.g.orchards,4.8).Classescopiedoutofexternal databasesorobtained
by visual interpretation have to be excluded from majority filtering.
As a final step in the post-classification processing of the LGN2 database a visual
check of theclassification result was performed. For this purpose the classification
result was visually compared with the 1 : 50 000 topographical map and obvious
misclassifications were interactively corrected.

4.12 Conclusions
Animproved classification methodology for the LGNdatabase hasbeen developed,
consisting of the integrated use of satellite images, digital ancillary data, reference
dataandexpertknowledge.Theclassification methodischaracterized bya stratified
approach, i.e. every stratum is separately classified.
For an optimal classification result the following strata have to be distinguished:
agricultural area, urban area, less densely built on area, dry natural area (including
forest), wetnatural area (including forest) andwater. Ifthestratification isoutdated
withrespecttotheacquisition datesofthesatellite imagesthe stratacanbeup-dated
byvisualinterpretation ofthesatelliteimages,supportedbysimultaneous consultation
of topographic maps and aerial photographs. The CBS agricultural regions should
be used for a further subdivision of the agricultural strata.
Ingeneral,mono-temporal classification ofLandsatTMimages,obtainedduringthe
period mid-May to late September, provide good results for most LGN2 classes in
the strata urban area, less densely built on area, natural area and forest and water.
AlthoughnotincludedintheLGN2database,larchprovestobeaccurately classified
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whenanadditionalimagefrom winterisused.Foranaccurateclassification ofmost
agricultural crops the use of multi-temporal satellite data is required. In order to
maximize spectral information, to ensure an optimal selection of training areas and
to avoid an excessive number of spectral classes, it is preferred to use (a selection
of) the original spectral bands for image classification and toclassify each satellite
image separately. Subsequently, the classified images can becombined in aGIS to
form thefinal classification result,usingconditional 'IF-THEN' statements.Theuse
ofavegetation index (e.g.NDVI)maybeuseful forthediscrimination between bare
andvegetated fields, especially inspring.Theextenttowhichuseof multi-temporal
dataimprovestheclassification resultisdependent onthecovertypesinvolved,crop
growth conditions and the spectral resolution, number and acquisition dates of the
used satellite images.
When poor spectral separability and cultivation practices such as harvesting may
result in classification accuracies and reliabilities below 70%, mixed agricultural
classes (e.g. maize/sugar beet) have to be defined to ensure the required minimum
classification result.Ingeneral,thedefinition ofmixedclasseseffects a(considerable)
improvement of the (overall) classification result.
Duetodeviatingcropdevelopment ortheoccurrenceofparticularcropphenological
stages considerable spectral confusion may occur. By that automatic classification,
which is solely based onthe spectral characteristics of individual pixels, will effect
poor classification results.Based onfield shape,patterns and/or spatial variation in
reflectance andthethelocation amidstotherfields,thesefields canoften bevisually
recognized as separate fields with a particular crop. So in many cases visual
interpretation of satellite images is superior to automatic classification. Prior tothe
decision to use visual interpretation techniques the pro's and cons have te be
compared. Factors as time, classification accuracy and the importance of the crop
have to be taken into consideration. In practice (e.g. LGN2), visual interpretation
often appears to be a valuable tool, complementary to automatic classification.
Advancedhardware andsoftware enablethe simultaneous interpretation of different
satellite images,whilethe interpretation result can directly bestored indigital form
by on screen digitizing.
Theclassification of greenhouses, orchards andbuildings inagricultural areaprove
to be troublesome. Therefore, special classification techniques were developed for
these classes. Greenhouses show arelatively large spectral variability and spectral
overlapoccurs,especially withbare soilandbuilt-uparea.Bothautomatic andvisual
classification of greenhouses result, generally, in insufficient classification results.
Visual classification is, however, superior to automatic classification. In order to
get accurate information on the location of greenhouses, they should be digitized
from maps or copied out of existing databases.
Orchards show spectral confusion with grassland andforest. Inthebeginning ofthe
growing season spectral confusion with grassland dominates, while in the course
ofthegrowing season spectralconfusion withgrasslanddecreasesandspectral confusionwithforest increases.Thechangeinspectralconfusion iscausedbytheincrease
in soil coverage of the orchards during the growing season. Because forest and
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orchards occurindifferent strataoftheLGNdatabase,thespectralconfusion between
orchards andgrasslandconstitutesthemainproblem.Therefore, classification ofsatellite images obtained late in the growing season provides best classification results.
Nevertheless,automaticclassification oftheseimagesprovidesinsufficient classification result. Visual interpretation ofthese satellite images, supported by topographic
maps, provides sufficient classification results in most areas.
Buildingsinagricultural areascannotbesufficiently accurately classified byautomaticclassification ofindividualoptical satelliteimages.Thepoorclassification results
are mainly caused by spectral confusion with bare soil and ripened cereals. Visual
interpretation proves moresuccesful. Visualinterpretation isnotonlyguidedbytone
but also by size and situation (e.g.with regard toroads) of the buildings.A specific
classification method has been developed, using these specific characteristics of
buildings. The method exists of the combined use of multi-temporal NDVI images
and ancillary data and the application of specific GIS techniques. By applying this
method most (large) farms and clusters of small buildings are correctly classified,
while scattered smallbuildings (dwelling-houses, sheds andthelike) areonlypartly
correctly classified. Imagesfrom summer,whenmostfields arecovered withvegetation, contribute most to the classification result. The backscatter values of ERS-1
SAR images are not suitable for the classification of buildings in agricultural area.
It is, however, interesting to investigate the possibilities of ERS multi-pass SAR
inferometry for the classification of buildings in agricultural area.
From 1997LGNclasseslikegreenhouses,orchards andbuildingsinagricultural area,
can simply becopied out of other available geographical databases.However, there
may be financial or copyright contraints. Moreover, in practice, data in these
geographical databases will often be outdated compared with the acquisition dates
ofthesatelliteimages.Inthelattercase,satelliteimages couldbeusedfor up-dating
of the concerning LGN classes.Interactive on screen up-dating of the LGN classes
greenhouses and orchard can be strongly supported by the simultaneous projection
of these classes already present in the LGN database, providing useful additional
information on spectral reflectance, shape, context and location of the concerning
LGN classes. The up-dating of the greenhouses can be improved by masking the
satellite image with aNDVIimagefrom summer, when mostplots arecovered with
vegetation. By that the spectral confusion of greenhouses with bare soil decreases
considerably. For purpose of efficiency the up-dating of greenhouses and orchards
can be restricted to the municipalities where the change in area exceeds a certain
minimum area, according to the CBS Agricultural Statistics.
The ERS-1 SAR, which operates inthe microwave part of the spectrum, isnot hindered bycloudiness orhaze.Especially themulti-temporal classification of agricultural crops in the LGN database requires a regular data acquisition. A field-based
multi-temporal classification of ERS-1 images provides, in principle, good
classification results.Afield-based classification requires the availability of digital
field boundaries. These data are, however, not available and digitization of field
boundaries for large areas is too expensive. A pixel-based multi-temporal
classification of ERS-1 SAR images leads for all crops to significant lower
classification resultsthan thefield-based classification. In somecases apixel-based
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Classification of ERS-1 SAR images could be used complementary to images from
optical satellitestoimprovetheclassification result ofagriculturalcropswhich show
spectral confusion in the optical part of the spectrum (i.e. mixed classes). Further
research isrequiredtodeterminetheoptimal acquisition datesfor the discrimination
between specific crops.Possibleoperational application ofERS-1imagesintheproduction process of the LGN database will strongly depend on the occurring mixed
agriculturalclasses,thenumberofrequiredimagesandtheavailability and(processing)costoftheimages.Inthisframework alsootheravailable SARimages(JERS-1)
and SAR images which are foreseen with planned missions (Radarsat and Envisat)
have to be included in further research.
Following the classification, different postprocessing techniques could be applied
to further improve the classification result. To remove noise and to improve the
overall classification accuracy, a 3 x 3 pixel majority filter has to applied on the
output from the automatic classifier. The disappearance of small objects is not
considered to be aproblem for applications on aregional scale.In order to prevent
pixelsfrom beingconvertedtoverydissimilarclasses,eachstratumhastobe filtered
separately.Theinfluence ofmixedclassesontheclassification resultcould possibly
be decreased by application of a selective majority filter. Evaluation of the results
of selective majority filtering showsthatinthecase ofmixedclasses,which contain
only two crop types and have arelative high reliability (at least 70%), application
of a 3 x 3 selective majority filter could effect a considerable improvement of the
classification result.Thefilter shouldbeappliedthreetimesinsuccession.Onlyunder
specific conditionsotherwindow sizesmaybeapplied andalsomixedclasses which
contain more thantwocroptypes may befiltered. Application of selective majority
filtering in these cases requires competent and experienced inpreters which have
knowledge of the area to be classified.
Duringtheproduction oftheLGN2database insomeareasmisclassification of small
clusters ofpixels occurred which did not disappear byapplication of asimple 3 x 3
majority filter. Most of these misclassifications could be corrected by application
of a 'CLUMP' and 'SIEVE' operation and/or existing or ad hoc developed filters.
Inspecialcasesancillarydata,notavailablebefore theclassification, maybeapplied
to correct misclassifications (postclassification sorting).
Classes copied out of external databases or obtained by visual interpretation of
satellite images have to be included in the final LGN database without application
of the 3 x 3 majority filter.
As afinal stepinthepost-classification processing it isadvised toperform avisual
check of the classification result. In this way obvious classification errors can be
interactively corrected.
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5 Collection of reference data and classification accuracy assessment procedure

With a view to the validity of the decisions based on the information in the LGN
database it is of great importance that sufficient reference data are obtained for
assessingtheaccuracyoftheresultsobtained.Thischapterdiscusses someconsiderations and techniques for reference data collection and classification accuracy
asessment,especially sampling scheme (5.1),samplesize(5.2)andsampleevaluation
procedures (5.3).Because ofpracticalconsiderations adaptedreference datacollection
and accuracy assessment procedures have been set up for the LGN database (5.4).
Congalton (1991) distinguishes 'site-specific' and 'non-site-specific accuracy
assessment'. Site-specific accuracyassessmentmeansthatthelocationaland classification accuracy are both assessed together. Non-site-specific accuracy assessment
applies only to the classification accuracy while ignoring locational accuracy. In
this report 'classification accuracy' means 'site-specific accuracy'. When
'non-site-specific accuracy assessment' isdiscussed itwillbeexplictely mentioned.
The non-site-specific accuracy assessment applied in the LGN project will be discussed in Section 5.5.

5.1 Sample scheme
Themostusualwayofassessingtheaccuracyofaper-pixelclassified remotesensing
images isby selection of a sample of pixels from theclassified image and checking
theirlabelsagainstclasses determined from reference data.Samplingmaybeselected
onthebasis of avariety of sampling schemes.Toensurethattheresults areanaccuratereflection oftheperformance oftheclassifier, arandomdistributionof sampling
points over the whole stratum must be sought (Van Genderen et al., 1978).A difficultythatcanarisewithsimplerandom samplingisthatitisarea-weighted (Richards,
1986andCongalton, 1991).Thatis,large classes tend toberepresented by alarger
number of sample points than the smaller classes (e.g. Table 4); indeed some very
small classes may not be represented at all. To avoid this it is necessary to ensure
smallclasses arerepresented adequately.Forthisreason stratified random sampling
isoften applied where aminimum number of samples are selected from each strata.
The most appropriate stratification to use isthe actual thematic classes themselves.
Consequently, the user should choose arandom sample within each thematic class
to assestheclassification accuracy of that class.That means thatthereference data
tobe used for the accuracy assessment can only be gathered after the classification
has been performed in stead of in conjunction with the training data collection.
Moreover, the gathering of reference data can cause temporal problems for classes
that change quickly in time (e.g. agricultural crops). In these cases, only a simple
random sampling can be applied.
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To make the ground collection effort more efficient, a systematic sampling could
beperformed. Systematic sampling is amethod of sampling in which the sampling
units (pixels) are selected atsomeequalinterval inspace.The advantage of systematic sampling isthat itiseasier to locate the samples onthe ground. Amajor disadvantage of systematic sampling is that if the population contains some periodicity,
thentheregular spacingofthesampleunitsmightresultinunrepresentative samples
(Congalton, 1988a).Byapplication ofspatial autocorrelation analysisofthepatterns
of error intheclassification results of different test sites Congalton (1988b) showed
that for the agriculural and range test sites systematic sampling overestimated the
population statistics (i.e.mean and variance),while intheforest test site systematic
sampling adequately estimated population statistics. These differences have to do
withthecomplexity oftheareas.Thepatternoferrorintheforest classification result
wasmorecomplex andlinearthanthemoresimple,blockypatternfound intherange
andespeciallytheagriculturalclassification results.Thiswascausedbytheperiodicityinthe errorpatterns,which waspronounced inthe agricultural area, slightly less
in the range area and hardly present in the forest area. Congalton concludes that
'depending on the complexity of the area as determined by spatial autocorrelation
analysis, systematic sampling may yield adequate results. However, periodicity in
remotely senseddataduetopositivecorrelationbetweenerrorscouldresultinapoor
estimate of the population parameters ...'. Therefore, 'systematic sampling should
be used only with extreme caution'. However, it must be mentioned that the
overestimation of the mean (estimate of classification accuracy) as found by
Congalton in the agricultural study area amounted 2.5% maximum.
Inmanycircumstances, simplerandom andeven stratified random sampling andsystematic samplingposeseriousproblemsastheselectedpixelsarenoteasily accessible
for field verification, making the sampling expensive and time consuming. Under
such conditions, (random) cluster sampling (i.e. sampling groups of neighbouring
pixels) has been frequently selected as the sampling strategy (Congalton, 1988a),
especially tocollect information on manypixels very quickly. Itismuch easier and
cheapertovisit afew largeareasthantovisitmany smaller areas.Aproblem related
tocluster sampling liesinthe spatial autocorrelation ofneighbouring pixels because
each pixel is not independent of the other. From correlation analysis, Congalton
(1988a) concluded that, in order to maximize the information derived from cluster
sampling, smallcusters should betaken,usingnomorethan 10,oratmost25pixels
per cluster.

5.2 Sample size
To ensure that the results of the accuracy assessment are an accurate reflection of
the performance of the classifier, in addition to a random distribution of sampling
points overthewholestratum aminimum samplesizeforeachclassisrequired.Van
Genderen etal.(1978)andRosenfield etal.(1982)haveadressedthisproblem,using
binomial statistics. Commencing from different view points their approaches lead
to different minimum sample sizes.Rosenfield et al. are interested in ensuring that
theaccuracy indicatedfrom thesamples (i.e.samplemean)isareasonable (constant)
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approximation oftheactualmapaccuracy.Incontrast,VanGenderenetal.basetheir
approach onensuringthatthesetofsamplesisrepresentative.Bothhavetheirmerits
andinpractice onemaywishtochoose acompromise ofbetween 30and60samples
per category (Richards, 1986). However, Congalton (1991) states that 'because of
the large number of pixels in a remotely sensed image, traditional thinking about
sampling doesnotoften apply. ( )Therefore, practical considerations more often
dictate the sample size selection. Abalance between what is statistically sound and
whatispractically attainablemustbefound'. FromexperienceCongaltonrecommends
as a 'good rule of thumb' the collection of aminimum of 50 samples for each land
cover class in the error matrix. For especially large areas (i.e. more than 4000 km2
or alarge number of land cover classes (i.e.more than 12classes) he recommends
to increase the minimum number of samples to 75 or 100 samples per land cover
class. It may be useful to adjust the number of samples for each land cover class
based on the relative importance of that class within the objectives of the classification or by the inherent variability within each of the land cover classes.

5.3 Sample evaluation
Oncethesamplinghasbeenperformed theclassification accuracyhastobeevaluated.
The most common way torepresent the classification accuracy is in the form of an
error matrix, as described in4.3.The error matrix can be statistically evaluated. If
appropriate sampling is performed confidence limits can be determined, based on
thebinomialdistribution.Binomialprobabilities maybecalculatedfor the classification as a whole or for individual classes. Hord and Brooner (1976) and Richards
(1986) describe a procedure by which the 95 percent confidence interval can be
derived, given the sample size and the number of correctly classified pixels in a
sample. The most common method to derive sample estimates from systematic
sampling, isto assume that the sample is random and use the appropriate equations
from simple random sampling (Congalton, 1988). Congalton (1988) showed that,
ifthesituation dictates it, (random) cluster samplingcan alsobeused for estimation
oftheclassification accuracy.However, smallclustersshouldbetakenusingnomore
than 10 pixels per cluster or 25 pixels per cluster, maximum.

5.4 Sampling schemes and classification accuracy assessment
procedure in the LGN project
For the assessment of the classification accuracy of the LGN database a distinction
wasmadebetweenthenon-agricultural classes andtheagricultural classes.Inorder
tocreateununbiased and statistical valid sampleofpixels,simplerandom sampling
orstratified random samplingschemes arepreferred (5.1).However,duetotimeand
budget constraints it has been decided to base the accuracy assessment of the
non-agriculturalclassesonasystematic sampling scheme.The(potential) sampling
points coincide with the points of intersection of the 1km grid lines on the Dutch
topographic maps. The use of these points facilitate the location of the sampling
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points.To avoid oversampling astratified systematic sampling wasperformed. The
stratification is based on (groups of) the actual thematic classes themselves. The
samplingisconcentrated onthemostimportant (groupsof) LGN2landcoverclasses,
namely (theLGN2classcodesareindicatedbetween brackets):deciduousforest (2.1),
coniferous forest (2.2), open vegetated nature area (3.1 and 3.2), built-up area (5.1
and 5.2) and green urban area (5.3 up to and including 5.6). From all the points of
intersection ofthe 1 kmgrid lines situated inthedifferent (groups of) LGN2 classes
100sampleswereselected randomly.Thereference classesfor theselected sampling
pointswasderivedfrom topographic mapsand,ifnecessary,from aerialphotographs.
Because of the positional accuracy of thepixels in ageometrically corrected image
(theRMSerrorcanbeaslarge as 1 à2pixel,section4.3),itisdifficult to determine
the reference class if a selected pixel is situated in a heterogeneous area. In these
cases the reference class represents the class that covers the majority of the area in
a 3x3 pixel window. This is allowable because the LGN2 classification result was
spatially smoothed using a 3x3 majority filter.
The (groups of) non-agricultural LGN2 classes to be sampled are rather complex
and it is assumed that no periodicity in the data occurs. Therefore, the population
estimateswereobtainedbyassuming simplerandomsampling andusingtheappropriate equations.
The accuracy assessment of the land cover classes which are less important and/or
showlittlevariability (i.e.bare soilinnature area (3.3),water (4.1and4.2) andbare
soil in rural built-up areas (5.7)) and the land cover classes that are (partly) copied
outofotherhighquality databases (i.e.greenhouses (1.8),orchards (1.9),heath land
(3.1) and main roads and railways (5.8)) was only performed qualitatively and/or
in a non-site-specific way (section 5.5).
Fortheassessmentoftheclassification accuracyoftheagriculturalclassesreference
data should be gathered in the field. In practice there is often atime lapse between
acquisition date and classification date, hampering the execution of a stratified
sampling as it can not be based on the classification result. So, in these cases only
asimplerandomorsystematic samplinghastobeperformed, requiring alarge sample
sizetoensureanadequate samplesizefor alltheclassesconcerned.Anotherproblem,
related to the time lapse between acquisiton date and classification date concerns
the dynamic land use change in agricultural areas. After the selection of suitable
satellite images, often a restricted time period is available for gathering reference
data of agricultural crops.Because astratified classification of the agricultural area
is performed (4.2), every stratum has to be classified seperately. Totally, circa 70
agricultural stratawere distinguished. The sampling effort canbeadjusted based on
the homogeinity of the strata. Only heterogeneous strata require a comprehensive
sampling. Nevertheless, the gathering of a statistical valid sample of pixels for the
agricultural crops in the entire Netherlands is estimated to take 150à 200 working
days. A random cluster sampling may only slightly reduce the sampling effort. So
duetotimeandmoneyconstraints asimplerandomorsystematic sampling andeven
arandom cluster sampling per stratum is not feasible. Therefore, inthe framework
of the LGN database a 'controlled' cluster sampling is proposed.
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The 'controlled' cluster sampling is a sampling method in which all (agricultural)
plotsborderingonanumberofselected sectionsofroadsaresampled.Forallagricultural strata anumber of outwardly representative sections of roads are selected on
thebasisoftopographic mapsand satelliteimages.Topographic mapsprovide useful
information on land cover (grasland or arable land),the spatial distribution of land
cover and plot size, while satellite images provide more detailed in formation on
theoccurringagriculturalcrops.Forthemainagricultural cropsinanstratumatleast
10plotshavetobesampled.Ifthemininimum numberofplotsarenotpresent along
theselected sectionsofroads,additional sampleshavetobecollected fortheconcerning crops.The sampled pixels used for the accuracy assessment consist of clusters
of 3x3 pixels in the centre of the plots, minimizing the intracluster correlation and
maximizing the information derived from cluster sampling (Congalton, 1988).For
small plots only the centre pixel is sampled. In addition to accuracy assessment a
part of the reference data is also used for training of the classifier. The proposed
sampling procedure has some main disadvantages:
— Thesamplingproceduredoesnotguarantee thesamplestobetruly representative
oftheclassification result.Therefore, theresultingerrormatricesprovidenostatistically valid estimates ofclassification performance andnoconfidence limitscan
be calculated;
— Apartofthesampledfields isoften usedtogetinformation onthereflection characteristics of the different agricultural crops. Subsequently, large homogeneous
fields are selected on the screen by the interpreter for training the classifier. In
practice, mostly only a few sampled fields prove to be suitable training areas.
Moreover, many satellite images cover several strata. In these cases the selected
training areoften transferred toother strata,requiringnooronlyminoradaptions.
Therefore, itisbelieved thattheuseofasmallpart ofthereference datafor trainingpurposes effects no significant overestimation of classification performance.
Nevertheless,itisthoughtdesirablytosampleinfuture somelarge,homogeneous
plots exclusive for training of the classifier, complementary to the controlled
cluster sampling;
— Theclustersofpixelsorindividualpixelsselectedfortheassessmentoftheclassification accuracyofagriculturalcropsrepresentareasofhomogeneouslandcover.
This leads to the problem that those areas which represent mixtures of different
agricultural cropswillnotberepresented bythesample.Inconsequence, accuracy
values based on such samples must be expected to be significantly higher than
the true accuracy of the classified image (Corves and Place, 1994). However,
accuracy assessment of the LGN1 database by comparison of the classification
result with gridded reference areas onapixel bypixel basis showed that (mixed)
pixels alongfield boundaries may wrongly beconsidered inerror (Thunnissen et
al., 1992aen 1992b).This is caused bypositional errors occurring from inaccuracies in the position of boundary pixels in the classified image and the gridded
reference areas.These inaccuracies intheposition of boundary pixels are caused
bygeometriccorrectionofsatelliteimages,delineationofboundariesduring field
survey or by interpretation of aerial photographs, digitization of reference maps
and vector to raster conversion of the reference maps.
Mixed (boundary) pixels may beclassified as oneof theconstituent classes oras
one of the remaining classes. When mixed pixels are classified as one of the
constituentclassesthepositionalinaccuracies onlycauseaslightshift inboundary
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position. These location errors are of minor importance for applications on a
regional scale. Therefore, boundary pixels classified as one of the constituent
classesareconsideredtobecorrectly classified. Boundarypixelsclassified asone
oftheremainingclassesareerroneouslyclassified. Separateclassification accuracy
assessmentofboundarypixelsintheLGN1database showedthatinmost reference
areasmostoftheboundary pixelswerecorrectly classified asoneoftheconstituents classes (Thunnissen et al., 1992a en 1992b).Visual inspection of the LGN2
database showed that also in mostly all agricultural strata most boundary pixels
were correctly classified. Therefore, omitting boundary pixels from the sampled
clusters is not expected to cause significant overestimation of classification performance. However,whenlocallymanyboundarypixelsaremisclassified, omitting
boundarypixelsfrom thesampledclustersmustindeedbeexpectedto significantly
overestimate classification performance.
— In the controlled cluster sampling approach only agricultural fields are sampled.
However,theagricultural stratacontain alsominorroads,ditches,farms and farm
yards. These classes are classified as one of the agricultural crops. By that, the
reliability of the classified agricultural crops is underestimated.
IntheDrenthetestsiteacontrolledcluster sampling wasperformed (2.1).Theresults
oftheclassification accuracy assessment, usingthereference datafrom thecontrolled
cluster sampling, are presented in Table 23. Comparison with the results of the
accuracy assessmentperformed withthereference datafrom thesystematic sampling
(Table 14)showsthatindividual classes show somedeviations.However,theoverall
classification accuracies of both approaches are comparable. To better found the
reliability of the controlled cluster sampling, it is advised to compare the results of
thecontrolled cluster sampling withtheresults oftherandom orsystematic sampling
in some other test sites. However, using the LGN land cover database in practice,
we must realize that the results of the classification accuracy assessments are only
statistical valid astheerror matrices aretruly representative of theentire classification. Because, especially the sampling of the agricultural crops is not based on a
(stratified) random sampling approach, the results must be used with caution.
Nevertheless, we think that the results of the accuracy assessments provide a fair
indication of the quality of the classified images.
ForLGN2databasethecontrolled cluster samplingwasonlyperformed inarestricted
number of strata (Noordman et al., 1996). This is mainly caused by the restricted
timeandman-power availablefor thefield survey.The actualcollection offield reference data should be incorporated in the operational implementation of the LGN
database (6.2).
Finally,itshouldberemarkedthatwhenperforming aclassification accuracyassessment, it is often implicitely assumed that the reference data are 100% correct. In
practice this assumption is not true.
In addition to the accuracy assessment on the basis of the site-specific controlled
cluster samplingalsoanon-site-specific accuracy assessmentoftheagriculturalcrops
was performed. The latter method will be discussed in 5.5.
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Table 23 Error matrix showing the multi-temporal classification result for the agricultural crops
in the Drenthe test site. The classification accuracy assessment was performed by using the
reference data from the controlled cluster sampling. Numbers in the matrix express numbers of
pixels
Classified
data

Grass
Maize
Potatoes
Sugar beets
Cereals
Cereals/potatoes
Maize/sugar
beets
Maize/potatoes/sugar beets
Total
Accuracy (%)
Accuracy
inclusive of
mixed classes (%)

Reliability
(%)

Reference data
grass

maize

968
4
71
0
59
77

77
85
20
12
8
6

168
6
387
10
23
49

44
14
52
159
2
4

7
0
19
4
185
49

2

100

3

75

75

97

66

1256

405

712

21.0
69.6

54.4
70.5

77.1
77.1

potatoes

sugar cereals
beets

other
agricultural crops

total

11
6
16
2
31
35

1275
115
565
187
308
220

75.9
74.0
68.5
85.0
60.1
44.5

0

4

184

95.1

29

10

25

302

63.6

379

274

130

3156

42.0
69.4

67.5
85.4

0.0
0.0

Overall classification accuracy: 56.5%
Overall classification accuracy (inclusive of mixed classes): 71.3%

5.5 Non-site-specific accuracy assessment
The CBS Agricultural Statistics contain information onthe areas of the agricultural
cropsfor eachofthe 66 'agricultural regions' intheNetherlands (3.6).Agricultural
regions aremoreorlesshomogeneous areas asfar as soil type and agricultural land
use are concerned. By comparing the classified areas in the LGN2 database with
the areas provided by the CBS Agricultural Statistics a non-site-specific accuracy
assessment of the LGN2 database was performed. The CBS Agricultural Statistics,
however, contain net cultivated areas, while the agricultural stratum in the LGN2
database contains the total agricultutal area inclusive of ditches, (minor) roads,
hedges,farm yards,farms and otherbuildings.Apart ofthis agricultural infrastructure wasincluded intheneighbouring fields during theclassification orby majority
filtering oftheclassification result.Theremainingpartoftheagricultural infrastructure was mainly classified as grassland orbare soil.This implies thatespecially the
grassland and bare soil areas are overestimated in the LGN2 database. The part of
the agricultural infrastructure, classified as bare soil, was assigned to the arable
class(es)whichcontainedaconsiderableareabaresoilontheimageacquisitiondate.
The accuracy of the LGN database could be improved considerably in future by
copyingtheagriculturalinfrastructure outofotheravailabledigitalgeographicaldatabases.
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5.6 Conclusions
In order to create un unbiased and statistical valid sample of pixels, simple random
sampling orstratified random sampling schemes arepreferred. However,duetotime
and budget constraints it has been decided to base the accuracy assessment of the
non-agricultural classes in the LGN database on a stratified systematic sampling
scheme. For the concerning classes the results of this sampling scheme are
comparable with the results of arandom sampling scheme. By selecting the points
of intersection of the 1km grid lines on the Dutch topographic maps as (potential)
sampling points, the location of the sampling points is facilitated considerably. By
reason of efficiency, the sampling is concentrated on the most important (groups
of) LGN2 land cover classes. From all the points of intersection of the 1km grid
lines situated in the different (groups of) LGN2 classes 100 samples are selected
randomly.Thereference classesforthe selected samplingpointscanbederived from
topographic mapsand,ifnecessary,from aerialphotographs.Theaccuracy assessment
of the land cover classes that are less important and/or show little variability or are
(partly) copied out of other high quality databases, is only performed qualitatively
and/or in a non-site-specific way.
The gathering of astatistical valid sample of pixels for the agricultural crops inthe
entire Netherlands is estimated totake 150à200 working days. So due totime and
moneyconstraints asimplerandomorsystematic sampling andevenarandomcluster
sampling per stratum is not feasible. Therefore, in the framework of the LGN database a 'controlled' cluster sampling is proposed. The 'controlled' cluster sampling
is a sampling method in which all (agricultural) plots bordering on a number of
selected sections of roads are sampled. For all agricultural strata a number of
outwardly representative sections of roads are selected on the basis of topographic
maps and satellite images. For the main agricultural crops in an stratum at least 10
plots have tobesampled. Thesampled pixelsused for theaccuracy assessment consist of clusters of 3x3 pixels in the centre of the plots in order to maximize the
information derived from cluster sampling. For small plots only the centre pixel is
sampled. Comparison of the accuracy assessments of the classification result of the
Drenthe test site, performed with reference data from both a controlled cluster
sampling and a systematic sampling, shows that individual classes may show some
deviations. However, the overall classification accuracies of both approaches are
comparable. To better found the reliability of the controlled cluster sampling, it is
advised to compare the results of the controlled cluster sampling with the results
of the random or systematic sampling in some other test sites.
Using the LGN land cover database in practice, we must realize that the results of
theclassification accuracy assessments areonly statisticalvalid astheerrormatrices
aretrulyrepresentative oftheentireclassification. Because,especially the sampling
of the agricultural crops is not based on a (stratified) random sampling approach,
the results must be used with caution. Nevertheless, wethink that the results of the
accuracy assessmentsprovideafair indicationofthequalityoftheclassified images.
The CBSAgricultural Statistics are suitablefor anon-site-specific accuracy assessment of the LGN2 database. One should, however, take into consideration that the
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CBSAgricultural Statisticscontainnetcultivated areas,whiletheagricultural stratum
intheLGN2databasecontainsthetotalagriculturalareainclusiveofditches, (minor)
roads, hedges, farm yards, farms and other buildings. The accuracy of the LGN
databasecouldbeimproved considerably infuture bycopying theagricultural infrastructure out of other available digital geographical databases.
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6 Application, cost and benefit analysis and operational implementation of the LGN database

6.1 Applications
The main users of the LGN(2) database are national and regional governmental
agencies. Because of its digital format the LGN database can be easily combined
with other digital information. Ishas frequently been used for different purposes in
the fields of environmental protection, water management, nature conservation and
physicalplanningonregional andnationalscales.Mostly,theLGNdataarecombined
with other geographical information, such as soil type, water-table, the occurrence
of seepage, meteorological data, and the application of animal manure, fertilizers
and pesticides. Underneath some main applications of the LGN database are
summarized.

Physical planning
The LGN database can provide an overview of the land cover in a specific area, in
contrast to the CBS Agricultural Statistics, which are available for administrative
units only and therefore have alow spatial resolution. The LGN database was used
toallocate soilandgroundwaterprotection areas,todesignmonitoring networks for
soil and groundwater quality and to determine the relation between land use/cover
and soil and groundwater quality (e.g. TAUW, 1994 and Van Drecht et al., 1996).
LGN has also be used for an inventory of land use in nature development and
groundwater extraction areas.
TheDLOWinandStaringCentre(SC-DLO)hasdeveloped aspatial decision-support
systemforphysicalplanning,calledWATRO(Steenvoorden etal., 1993).Thissystem
contains information on land use (LGN) and soil and groundwater characteristics.
Using WATRO, land use planners can assess the effects of different land use
scenario's onthe environment or investigate the suitability of anarea for a specific
type of land use.
Extension of built-up areas threatens the open space in rural areas (e.g. Ministery
of Agriculture, Nature Management and Fisheries, 1995). To support physical
planning policy, it is therefore of great importance to have up-to-date information
on urbanization. This information can be derived from the LGN database.

Environmental protection
The effect of (proposed) measures on the quantity and quality of groundwater and
surface water arestudiedregularly,usingregionalwaterandsolutetransportmodels.
In these models, évapotranspiration, groundwater recharge and irrigation are often
related to land cover/use, just like nutrient loads and uptake, and the distribution
of nutrient applications and uptake over the year. Atmospheric deposition and the
application ofpesticidesarealsooften relatedtolandcover.Therequired information
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on land cover/use for these models can be derived from the LGN database (e.g.
Schouwmansetal., 1990;Thunnissenetal., 1992a,Reijerink andBreeuwsma, 1992;
Vermulst, 1993; Querner, 1993; Van Walsum et.al., 1996; Van Walsum and
Veldhuizen, 1996; Van der Bolt et al, 1994; Meinardi, 1994 and Gehrels, 1995).
Wopereis (1991)studiedthe suitability ofsoilsfor low-emission manure application
on grassland in sandy areas.
For national and regional policies in the fields of water management and the
environment, information on land use is indispensable. For the underlying environmental and water system studies, the LGN database was used (e.g. Nationale
Milieuverkenningen (NationalInstituteofPublicHealthandenvironmentalProtection,
1993),deDerdeNota Waterhuishouding (Ministery ofTransport andPublicWorks,
1989)enprovincialeMilieu-enwaterhuishoudingsplannen (e.g.Provincie Gelderland,
1994)
In the early eighties, pesticides were found in drinking-water extracted in the
Drentsche Aa catchment area (province of Drenthe). The main causes of these
contaminations were spray drift, surface run-off, and spilling when water wasbeing
pumped for spraying. Toprevent this, alternative filling places were constructed so
thatfarmers need not use streams and ditches for their water supply. Becausepesticides are mainly used on arable land, the sites of these filling places were selected,
using theLGNdatabase in ordertominimize the distance between thefilling places
and the fields.

Water management
SC-DLO has made a cost-benefit analysis of several promising combinations of
measures to prevent soil erosion and flooding in the southern part of the Province
of Limburg. Information on slope, land cover (LGN) and soil type has been taken
into account (Van Eck et al., 1995).
The Directorate-General of Public Works and Water Management and the
Provinces of Gelderland and Overijssel are developing inundation models for the
major rivers of the Netherlands. An important input parameter in these models is
the roughness coefficient. The spatial distribution of the roughness coefficient can
be calculated, using data from the LGN database.

Mobile telecommunication
Theplanningof anationalmobiletelecommunication networkisbasedonpredictions
of signal propagation. The signal propagation is influenced by surface roughness,
which can be estimated on the basis of land cover. The LGN database is used for
the planning of a telephone network.
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6.2 Cost and benefit analysis and implementation of the LGN database
6.2.1 Cost and earnings
Thecost ofproduction of theLGN2 database amounted toDfl 1 120 000 (i.e.circa
Dfl 0.35 per ha). The selling price of the LGN2 database has been determined on
thebasis of thecost,theexpected number of users andnegotiations with (potential)
users.ThesellingpriceoftheLGN2databasedependsonthearearequired,thenumber of classes, the spatial resolution and the number of applications. The earnings
from saleoftheLGN2databaseamounttocircaDfl 1 170 000,inclusiveofwarrants
at Dfl 350 000 (situation June 1996).

6.2.2 Benefits
The LGN database is used for many applications (6.1). According to some users,
the benefits of using the LGN database exceed the cost. In practice, the LGN database, once being available, appears often to be used for all kinds of unintended
applications. An accurate estimation of the benefits, however, is troublesome.
Information from theLGNdatabaseismainlyusedbygovernmental agencies which
areresponsibleforpoliciesinthefields ofenvironmentalprotection, watermanagement,natureconservation andphysicalplanning onregional andnational scales.The
effects of using the LGN database onthe quality of the pursued policy are difficult
to assess.
In addition to the above-mentioned users, different drinking water companies and
water boards areinterested inthe data. However, purchase of thedata isoften hampered by the high selling price. Finally, there is much interest in digital land cover
datafor research andeducational purposes.Inpractice,however, hardly anybudget
is available for purchase of data. Therefore, many subareas of the LGN2 database
have been supplied free of charge for research and educational purposes.

6.2.3 Operational and commercial implementation
Operational implementation of theLGN database hasbeen achieved whenthe database or parts of the database are up-dated at regular intervals and the up-dating is
largely paid by the users of the database. Commercial implementation implies that
theup-datingiscompletelypaidbytheusers.Thecostofup-datingthewholeLGN2
database is estimated at Dfl 900 000. At this moment operational implementation
of theLGNdatabase has been achieved. Meanwhile theproduction of theLGN3 (!)
databasehasalreadybeenstarted.Commercial implementation oftheLGNdatabase
has not yet been achieved.
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The chance of commercial implementation of the LGN database in near future is
determined by the need of land cover data and the cost of gathering these data. In
this framework the LGN database has to compete with other available nation-wide
digital land cover/use databases, especially the topographic databases (3.5) and the
CBS Land Use Database (3.4). The LGN database can be competitive when the
databasedistinguishes itself from theotherdatabasesbycost,thematic classes,classification accuracy andreliabilitiy, geometric accuracy,up-datefrequency, timeliness
or data processing. These factors will be discussed separately:

Cost (all prices mentioned are exclusive of VAT)
BoththeLGNdatabaseandthe 1 : 50 000and 1:10 000topographic databases are
sold against market prices,while the CBSLand Use Database is sold below market
price.Theannualpriceofthetopographic databases (inclusive ofup-dates) depends
on the up-date frequency and varies between Dfl 840 and Dfl 1680 for one
1 : 50 000 map sheet (i.e. 500 km2) and between Dfl 550 and Dfl 1 110 for one
1 : 10 000 map sheet (i.e. 62.5 km2). The prices of the 1 : 50 000 and 1 : 10 000
topographic databases for the entire Netherlands amount to circa Dfl 112 500 and
Dfl 455 500 per annum, respectively. These prices are inclusive of up-dates. The
annualprices arebasedonthemostfrequent applications ofthedatabases.Formore
orlessintensiveapplicationshigherorlowerpricesmayhold.Thepricesareconstant
per unit of area.
Theprice of theLGN2database for theentire Netherlands amounts toDfl 200 000.
Thepriceper unit of area increases astherequired area decreases.Forexample, the
averageprice of the LGN2 database for oneprovince amounts to circa Dfl 75 000.
The prices of up-dated versions of the LGN2 database are estimated at 70 à 80per
cent oftheprice oftheLGN2 database.However, when optimal satellite images are
available and nomixed classes have tobeincluded inthe LGN database, the prices
can be reduced further. The price of the LGN database decreases as the number of
required classes decreases and/or raster size increases. Also the number of applications may influence the price. By applying this flexible price policy, it is aimed
asmuchaspossiblethatapplication ofthedatabaseisnothamperedbytoohighcost.
Nevertheless,for many (potential)usersthecost aretoohigh.Although thedatabase,
oncebeing available, isused for allkinds of unintended applications,the costhave,
mostly,tobepaidfrom thebudget ofonlyoneortwoprojects.Inpractice,this often
resultsinlong,internaldecision-making.Moreover,inpractice,many(potential)users
prove to be unacquainted with the LGN database.
The price of the CBS Land Use Database for the entire country amounts to circa
Dfl 17 000. The price is likely to rise in future.

Thematic classes
Underneath, it is briefly discussed to what extent the LGN2 classes differ from or
correspond withclassesintheCBSLandUseDatabase andthetopographicdatabases.
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The CBSLand UseDatabase distinghuishes 33land useclasses,especially for artificial, non-agriculturalareas(Table 6).Theclassification islargely based on functional land use and the separate classes may contain several land cover types. For
instance 'Parks and public gardens' consist mainly of grass and forest, and gardens
andpublicgreens,situated inresidential areas,areassigned totheclass 'Residential
areas'. Thetopographic databases containtopographic point, line and area information. Especially some area elements in these databases, for example grassland and
forest, are characterized by land cover and the functional use of these classes can
onlybedeterminedbyusingcontextualinformation, e.g.grassland andforest situated
inurban area (parks or sport grounds),grassland used for recreational purposes and
such-like. For the main land use types of the LGN2 database (i.e. 'built-up area',
'natural area', 'forest' and 'agricultural area'),thedatabase containsinformation on
land cover.So,for example,grassland usedfor recreational orsportpurposes isdiscriminated from pastures.
In the CBS Land Use Database forests are labeled as woodland. Forested areas in
the topographic databases are subdivided in polygons bounded by linear elements,
mostly footpaths. Deciduous and coniferous forest are distinghuished. When both
deciduous andconiferous forest occurwithinthesamepolygonitislabeled asmixed
forest. BecausetheLGN2databasecontainsinformation perpixel, itcan distinguish
deciduous andconiferous forest withinseparatepolygonsintheCBSLandUseDatabase and the topographic databases.
In the CBS Land Use Database two agricultural classes are distinghuished: 'glasshouses and 'other agricultural use'.Thetopographic databases distinguish five agricultural classes: arable land, grassland, orchards, tree nurseries and glasshouses.
Finally, the LGN2 database contains 10 agricultural classes: the main agricultural
crops (Table 5) and glasshouses.
TheLGN2databaseaswellastheCBSLandUseDatabaseandthetopographic databases contain little information on land cover in open natural areas.
Scattered buildings in agricultural areas are only included in the topographic databases. Thisclasswill,however, beincluded inup-dated versions of the LGN2 database,usinganewly developed methodtoderivethisclassfrom satelliteimages(4.9).
Railways and the main roads and watercourses are included in the CBS Land Use
(3.4)withtheirrealwidth.Thewidthofroads,railways andwatercoursesinthetopographic databases do not correspond with their actual width. The railways and the
mainroads and watercourses intheLGN2 database werefor the greater part copied
out of theCBSLand Usedatabase andup-dated by visual interpretation of satellite
images.

Classification accuracy and reliabilitiy
Altough noexact figures areknown onthe classification accuracy andreliability of
the topographic databases and the CBSLand Use Database they are supposed tobe
high. Nevertheless, locally edge matching problems and label errors were found in
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the CBS Land Use Database. So far little experience has been gained by using the
topographic databases. As far asthe LGN2 database is concerned the classification
accuracy and reliability of the non-agricultural classes vary between 80 and95%,
while most values exceed 90%(4.4 andNoordman et al., 1996).Spectral confusion
occursonlybetween different landcoverclasseswithinthesamestratum (e.g.deciduousandconiferous forest). Theclassification accuracy andreliability ofthe agriculturalcrops,inclusive ofmixed classes,are,ingeneral,above70%(Noordman et al.,
1996).Theclassification accuracyofgreenhousesandorchardsintheLGN2database,
finally, are estimated at 90 and 70%, respectively (Noordman et al., 1996).

Geometric accuracy
Both the topographic databases and the CBS Land Use Database are based on the
interpretation of aerial photographs (on scales 1 : 17 000 and 1 : 10 000, respectively), while the LGN database is based on the interpretation of satellite images.
Therefore, the topographic databases and the CBS Land Use Database are superior
totheLGN database asfar asgeometric accuracy isconcerned. Onthe average,the
geometric accuracy oftheLGNdatabase amountstocirca±25m,which is sufficient
for applications on regional scale.

Up-datefrequency
Theup-dateintervalofthetopographic datavariesbetween4and8years.From 1-11998the up-date interval will amount to4 years for all map sheets.The CBS Land
UseDatabasewillbeup-dated every 3years.Mostusers oftheLGNdatabase prefer
an up-date interval of 5 years. The up-dating of the LGN database is complicated
by theneed of satellite images acquired in specific periods (4.6).Because of cloudiness,optimal satellite imageswillnotbeavailable everyyear.Ananalysis of availableLandsatimages (Landsat 1 to5)oftheNetherlands duringtheperiod 1975-1988
showed that the average frequency of obtaining a cloud-free summer image of the
entirecountry is about once pertwo years (VanderLaan, 1989).Acloud-free summer images can exist of imagery from different acquisition dates. Moreover, some
of the analysed satellites had overlapping acquisition periods. The simultaneous
availability of spring and summer images was not analysed. By experience gained
during the period 1986-1995 the average frequency of obtaining suitable Landsat
5 images from spring and summer is estimated at once every 3 à 4 years. For the
classification of particular classes (e.g. extension of towns and mineral extraction
sites) monotemporal images are sufficient andthe acquisition period isless critical.
Therefore,theseclassescanbeup-datedmorefrequently. Futuresatellites,especially
SPOT 4 and Landsat 7, are likely to increase the availability of images of suitable
spatial and spectral resolution (4.6).

Timeliness
Timeliness refers to theperiod required for delivering of products.When sufficient
equipment and trained staff are available, the classification result can, in principle,
be delivered within afew months after the acquisition date of the satellite images.
Afast onlineavailability ofhighqualityquicklookdataisaprerequisite for atimely
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delivery of classification results (4.6). On the contrary, the interpretation of aerial
photographs cantakeafew years.Boththetopographic databases andtheCBSLand
Use Database are based on the interpretation of aerial photographs.

Data processing
Thetopographic databases and CBS Land Usedatabase are stored invector format,
while the LGN database is stored in raster format. The 1 : 10 000 topographic
database, the CBS Land Use database and the LGN database occupy circa 20 Gb,
500Mband20Mbofdiskspace,respectively,for theentireNetherlands.Especially
theprocessing of thetopographic databases and,toalessextent, the CBSLand Use
database for relatively large areas may be very time consuming and requires large
amounts of disk space.

6.2.4 Conclusions
It can be concluded that (a part of) the LGN database may distinghuish itself
favourably from theCBSLandUseand/orthetopographic databases,especiallyconcerning cost, thematic classes, timeliness and dataprocessing. That means that the
mentioned databases donotreplaceeach other.Altough theremaybesomeoverlap,
the databases largely supplement each other. In practice, combined use of different
databases may give a surplusvalue to the separate databases. In order to achieve
commercialimplementation orcontinueoperationalimplementation oftheLGNdatabase,the advantages of theLGN database withrespect to other digital geographical
databases should be exploited as much as possible. Further, in order to meet
customers' needs more satisfactorily, the LGN database should become a more
flexible product andtheclassification accuracy andreliabilitiy ofsomeclassesshould
beimproved.Finally,moreusersshouldbefound. Inordertoreachthese objectives,
the following activities have to be performed in near future:
— Setting up asubscription system. Participants will beprovided with an up-dated
version of (some areas or classes of) the LGN database at more or less regular
intervals onpayment ofafixed priceeachyear.Asubsciption systemhasadvantages for both users andproducers of the database. The users pay arather small
amounteachyear,facilitating thefinancing. Theproducers areassuredofcontinuity of revenues, facilitating the work planning, especially the acquisition of
satelliteimages (including SPOTProgramming Requests),thegathering of field
reference data, the appointment of skilled employees and the delivery of timely
products;
— Defining a more flexible product by variation of up-date intervals for different
classes and/or areas,dependent ontheneeds of the users,therate of changeand
theimportance oftheconcerning classes andthe availability of suitable satellite
images;
— Improvingtheclassification resultsbyusingonlyimagesfrom optimalacquisition
periods and with the required spectral resolution. Mixed classes have to be
avoided;
— Theclassification resultofagricultural cropscouldbeimproved considerablyby
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performing a field-based classification. By that, the usefulness of the LGN
database in projects on local to regional scale would increase. In principle,
combined use of the 1 : 10 000 topographic database and satellite images may
provide field boundariestobeappliedinafield-based classification. Itisadvised
to perform further research into algorithmes to obtain the required information
for a field-based classification in an operational and cost effective way;
Therecently availableLGN2databasewillbeusedfor acomprehensive marketing
campaign;
The production cost should be reduced further.
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